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August 31, 2017 

Mr. James A. Gresham, Manager 
Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing 
Westinghouse Electric Company 
1000 Westinghouse Drive 
Cranberry Township, PA 16066 

SUBJECT: RESULTS OF THE U.S. NUCLEAR REGULA TORY COMMISSION 
REVIEW OF WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY (WESTINGHOUSE) 
CHANGES IN WESTINGHOUSE WCAP-8354-P-A (PROPRIETARY) AND 
WCAP-8355-A (NON-PROPRIETARY), "LONG TERM ICE CONDENSER 
CONTAINMENT CODE - LOTIC CODE" (CAC NO. MF9354) 

Dear Mr. Gresham: 

By letter dated February 1, 2017 (Agencywide Documents Access and Management System 
(ADAMS) Accession No. ML 17034A376), Westinghouse submitted information to the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) indicating that during an ongoing code maintenance of 
the LOTIC1 code used for the loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) containment response for ice 
condenser containments, a discrepancy was discovered between the methodology described in 
topical reports (TRs) WCAP-8354-P-A and WCAP-8355-A and its implementation in the source 
code. The information included revised page number 5.2-6 of the above TRs. In this letter, 
Westinghouse also stated that it is not necessary to update the source code for resolving this 
issue because it would not result in an improved transient behavior or influence on the limiting 
time of the event nor increase in nuclear safety. The NRC staff reviewed the information in the 
Westinghouse letter and revised page 5.2-6 of the TR and requested additional information from 
Westinghouse. 

By letter dated June 6, 2017 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 17130A 736), the NRC staff issued its 
request for additional information (RAI) questions asking Westinghouse to (1) perform a 
sensitivity analysis for the most bounding ice-condenser plant in the U.S. and (2) provide a 
quantitative impact of this change on the entire LOCA containment pressure response, including 
the peak pressure. 

By letter dated July 5, 2017 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 17195A259), "Westinghouse Submittal 
of RAI Response Regarding WCAP-8354-P-A (Proprietary) and WCAP-8355-A, 
(Non-Proprietary) , 'Long Term Ice Condenser Containment Code - Lotic Code,"' Westinghouse 
responded to the NRC staff RAI questions by providing quantitative results of a sensitivity study 
performed by creating a temporary version of the LOTIC1 code consistent with its description in 
the TR. Using biased input data , Westinghouse analyzed the containment response for the 
sensitivity case based on the temporary version of LOTIC1 code and the base case based on 
the current version of the LOTIC1 code. Figures 1 through 4 in the Westinghouse RAI response 
letter referenced above shows practically insignificant difference between the graphs of 
containment pressure response, upper and lower containment compartment temperature 
responses, and the active sump water temperature response for the base case and the 
sensitivity case. Westinghouse stated that the peak pressure for the base case as 11 .2053 psig 
and the sensitivity case as 11 .1966 psig ; a difference of 0.0087 psi. 
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Based on comparing the results of the sensitivity case with the base case, the NRC staff agrees 
with Westinghouse that an update of the LOTIC1 code for resolving the discrepancy between 
the source code and the methodology described in the TR would not result in an improved 
transient behavior or influence on the limiting time of the event nor it affects the nuclear safety. 
The NRC staff also agrees with the proposed changes in page number 5.2-6 of 
WCAP-8354-P-A and WCAP-8355-A, and requests that Westinghouse submit the updated 
versions of these TRs. 

If you have any questions, please contact Ekaterina Lenning at 301-415-3151 . 

Project No. 700 

Sincerely, 

/Serita Sanders Acting for RA/ 

Dennis C. Morey, Chief 
Licensing Processes Branch 
Division of Policy and Rulemaking 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
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UNITED STAn:s 

NUCLEAn REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHING.TON, D. C. 20555 

Mr. C. Eichcldingcr, Manager 
Nuclear Safety Department _J 

Westinghouse Electric Corporation 
P. O. Box .355 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230 

Dear Mr. Eicheldinger: 

.· 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff has completed its review of 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation reports t~CAP-.8354 (Proprietary) and 
WCAP-8355 (Non-Proprietary) entitled , "Long Term Ice Condenser 
Containment Code - LOTIC Code." A summary of our evaluation is 
enclosed. 

Report WCAP-8354 satisfies the criteria of our "Nuclear Regulatory 
Co111111ission Topical Report Program", presented in the April 15, 1975 
edition of our Topical Report Review Status Boo~, and thus is con
sidered a topical report. We consider WCAP-8355 an acceptable non
proprietary version of WCAP-8354. When either of these reports is 
used as a reference, both the proprietary report and its non-proprietary 
version must be referenced. 

As a result of our review, we have concluded that the Westinghouse 
LOTIC-1 computer code is acceptable for use in the lone-term analysis 
of the maximum pressure and temperature response of ice condenser 
containments to a loss-of-coolant accident. We have further con
cluded that the LOTIC-2 computer code is acceptable for use in the 
analysis of (1) the minimum pressure response of ice condenser con
tainments for the purpose of evaluating the ECCS performance and 
(2) the maximum reverse differential pressures which could occur 
across the structures between the conta:!.nment upper and lower compart
ments during a loss-of-coolant accident. Therefore, WCAP-8351+ may be 
referenced in license applications as ar. accepted topical report when 
used to support these conclusions. However, we have concluded th.:it the 
LOTIC computer codes are not acceptable for the .analysis of the maximum 
temperature response of the ice condenser containment lower compartment 
to postulated secondary system pipe breaks. 

We do not intend to repeat our review of WCAP-8354 and WCA.P-8355 when 
they appear as references in a particular license applic~tion except 
to assure that the material presented in these reports is applicable 
to the specific plant involved. 

In accordance with established procedures, we request that within three 
months of receiving this letter, you issue revised versions of WCAP-835'• 

• 
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and WCAP-8355 to -include this acceptance letter and :my changes to 
the reports as a result of our review. 

If yoµ have any questions about our evaluation of WCAP-8354. and 
WCAP-8355, please contact us. 

Enclosure: 
Topical Report 

Evaluation 

.· 

Sincerely, ) 
. '/ ;' '!? 

'-:Irll/J/."v4c!e_fl~ 
D. B. Vassallo, Chief . 
Light Water Reactors 

Project Branch No. 5 
Division of Project Management 
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TOPICAL P.rl'ORT C 1>. l.ll!iT!Oi~ 

Rcrwrt Numbers !t Ti tl cs: ( P1·opri ct,1ry} \ : C:1r; -~:~~~j.l !.on~- Term I c: · l.or1<~l:1::;c1· 
Contclim:~~~!~t Code - t.r.1TIC Code - .July 19/·~; 
(Non-Propriet<1:-y) l-!U\P-3355 - Leng Tcrrii Ice 
Conden~cr Contciin!ilc-r1t Code - L0TIC Code - J: .. dy 
1974 
(Propr ·ict<.iry) l-!CflP-f..1S4 - Supplc>n:~r1t 1 Leins 
for111 lee C0nde:r.~0r Cr.de - L011C Cuc!~ - ,h1r.::i, 1975 
(Non-Prcpri r:tilry) !f;' :M'-83~~5 - Su;-i;} l ~;;:~: ::t l l..c1n~; 
Term I cc CondcnsQ;- Cod~ - LOTI C ((idc - Ju;;c:, i 975 

Originatin~ Org«nizatfon: \-!cstir.ghouse E1cctric Corporatio:: 

Re\dci-Jcd By: Containment Systems e ranch, Office of Nuclenr Reactor Re911lation 

SUl .. ~·Vi.RY OF TOP J Cf,L REPORTS 

Report W CAP-8354 provides 

Corporation's LOTIC-1 cock: 1·:hich i~ used for th= long-ten:: a11.1lys~s cf t 1e 

pressure and temperatt;re response of "ice condenser cont<lin:;:ents to pos\:vl.:itcd 

loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCf\:s}. This code hzis be:~il pl"C:"Jicusly dcscr~bed 

in detail in the Safety /inalysis Rcpoi~ts for D. C. Cook Units l fi 2; 

Floating ih1clear Plant; Sequoyah Units l & ?.; ~; ·ici McGuir;:? L~:1its 1 r, 2. 

LOTIC-2 code. The LOTIC-2 cede is used to culculat.i.: the r.1ini1::w:; 11re~, s;1i · ~ 

response of ice cond2nsc1· coritaininr:nts for use; in the evuluJtioc cf [CCS 

performance. The LOTIC-2 code is also used to culcuhte tiic 1::;;;-:i;1:um p:.o ::s ible 
. 

reverse (upper con:partn;cnt to lm·:er cor:1partmctit) c!·if-7crcnt~ul pt·.:.:~su:·c ~· .. liich 

could · occu1· ucross the ~ti·uctun.!s ~epi:ratin9 tile r.:i1:'t..ili111:1·:·11t coa;partr:.ents 

during a 1os$-bl-coolant Jccidcnt. 

The primu;·y contilinmcnt of ~nice cond;:nse:r, prc:.!".ure ~11pjll\~ : ;si~):1 CC'll(, ; ir::- : :•11~ 

is of c_o1)vcntionill dcsi~n; i.e., l1 vertical cylind0r \·1Hh .i hPi1:i~pl!(: ri, · ;.! 

dom~ and a flat b11sc. The primJry cont,·dn:n~nt dcsi~n prl':;~. u.·c fo,· \·~11 ·i.H.s 

ice condenser plilnts i's bct1-1een 12 clnd 15.j)si9. The c.ont.li11 :,1c1;i. v.:;l. .. . \· 

(ai:out l,250~000 ·: .ft3 ) is divided into three 111.ijor. ::;uli•1\;l~11:•c :.;, 'incl1u.!i1.~1 d 

·-------- ( f)\ ·-·----·-·-.. --_.....;.----.:..~\:~:::U --·-----SQmflr.' ....... • .. __ 
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lower compartment enclosing the rcilctor system, an intc:rrncdi«tc volu;1;c 

housing tln ice bed in which steam is condensed during a LOCA, and an 

upper com!Jilrtment to accomodatc air di5placcd from the other two cornpart-

men ts during the L.OCJ\. 

The intermediate, or ice condenser . cor.1partmcnt, is an enclosed annular 

compartment encompilssing most of the perir.1ctcr of the ccnt.:?ina:cnt structure. 

Borated flake ice is stored in cylindrical perforated metal baskets within 

the ice condenser compartment. The ice in the baskets is provided to condense 

steam in the event of a LOCA. · During plant operation the ice bed is ri::liff~c.incd 

at about 10°F by a redundant refrige~<ltion system. Refrigeratfon ducts and 

insulation on the ice ·condenser v:<ills serve to minimize heat transfer into 

the ice bed. In the unlikely event of a complete loss of the refrigeration 

system, the ice condenser insulation is sufficient to prevent significant 

ice me1ting for a minimwn period of seven days dul"ing \·1hich ti1:1c the plant 

could be safety shut dm·m·. 

Inlet and outlet doors are provided at the bottom and top of th~ ke: conden~er 

compartment. · In the event of a LOCA, the rising pressure in the lo.-1c1· com-

partment pushes open the inlet doors located at tlte bottom of tfic i.:::2 conc!c11scr. 

Air, entrained \·:atcr, and steam then flow from th~ lm·:er co:11;_).:trtm<:nt into the 

ice condenser. The displaced air in the ice condcn~c1· forcQS DiiCll t!1e outlet 

doors at the top of the ice condcns.-r and flO\\'~ into thQ uppci· cuill!•,11'l:;k·:1t . 

Stcilm coiu.ler.!;ation by the ice limits the contJinmcnt pressure rise d11.-i1 : ~J 

reactor blO\·tdO\·m c'.lnd 111ui11tains the ccl!ltainmcnt p:·cssi;;·e lit .1ccept;1t1ly Lr.·: 

levels following bloi·1d01·m until the time thilt mclto11t of the ice bed 0rrn1·s . 

• 

. 
- --- - - -.... _,,__......___......_ ... ~.-'" ... - .··. ·,,,;.· -i~"-" ·. ~· ..,, . 
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Ice meltout would occur approximately one-half hour after the design basis 

LOCA. Following ice mcltout, the containment pressure increase due to the 

· continued release of dec2y energy steam is limited by containn;cnt sprays in 

the upper containr.1ent volume. Continued containment sprc'IY results in the 

containment pressure being returned to atmospheric pressure. 

The containment response to the reactor coolaht system initial blowdown 

{short-term analysis) is determined using the Transient Mass Distribution (Tt·iD) 

code, rather thc.n the LOTlC code which is used for the long-term analysis 

of the contain~ent response to the reactor coolant system blowdown . 
. · 

Following initial reactor coolant system blO\'!dOl·m, the LOTIC-1 code is 

used to determine the maximum containment pressure and tempera tu re as . a 

function of time. For the LOTIC-l . code, the containment is divided ir.to 

separate volumes to mo~el the containment 10\·:er and upper compartments, 

dead-ended compartments and the ice condenser compartment. The ice c0ndenscr 

compartment is subdivided into six circumferential sections each \·lith 

two vertical sections to analyze the effects of flow maldistribution and 

early ice ~cltout in localized sections of the ice condenser. The contc.in

ment sump is modeled as two volumes (active and inactive sumps) ~uch . th-At 

sump flooding and temperature history arc dctcrminC!d. Perfonr.Jncc of the 

air return fan(s) is also simulated to provide· for the transfor of uir 

from the containment upper compJrtment to the 1c1·1cr co:npartment. Cont,dn:!~ent 

internal hNt sinks, containm~nt sprays cincJ residual and contuin:i:c11t ~·l''"1y 

hc.lt exch.:ingcrs arc modeled in th~ LOTIC code. The code also co:~sidc1·~ 

the addition of i'lccumulator gas (nitrogen) to the contJinu~~nt. as \·:ell its the .. 
reduction in free volume due to the addition of the rcfuclinn \·:<tlcr storage 

(Si 
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tank wa tcr to the containment through the ECCS and contu i nment sprJy sys ter.:s. 

The LOTIC-1 code uses a control volume technique to model the plzysical 

geometry of. the system. Fundamental mass and energy equations are appl icd 

to the appropriate control volumes und solved by numerical n:cthods. The 

initial containment conditions for each compartment are specified before 
• I 

bl0\·1down. Ice melt is calculated for the blm·1do~·m period based on the 

mass and energy released to the containment. A busic assumption made in 

the LOTIC-1 code is that the total pressure in all compartments is unifor;;;, 

This assumption is justified by the fact that after the initial bl01·1do1·:n 

of the reactor coolant system, the mass and energy release rates into the 

containment nre low and VCD' slowly changing. The resulting flow rates 

between compartments ~·li11 also be relatively low since the flm·1 paths 

beb·1een compartments are large. These flow rates are unable to maintain 

significant pressure diffe1·entia1s between the contain;nent compart1r.(?nts. 

On this basis the LOTIC-1 · code does not incorporate a flo~J model capJ.ble 

of determining differential pressures and induced flO\·/ rates bet\·1een 

compartr.1ents. 

In an ice condenser plant, if the steam condensation rate in the lo\'lcr 

compartment exceeds the steam relei\se rJte, the lo\':c1· cor.1part!:1cnt Hill 

depressurize at a· greJtcr rate than the ice condenser and up per co:ap<1rt

ments. This \~Oulu result in u reverse differential pressure bct\'1ecn lhc 

uppc1· co:npart111cnt and the 10\vcr cor.1part r.1cnt 1·1hich. coupled \·1i th the Jc L ~u1 ! 

of 101·:cr inlet door fl01·1 proportioning spring~~ \·:ill close t!ic ic~ cond :.:1::'L'r 

lm .. er inlet doors (i .c., the ice condenser doors \·li11 act JS _ 1..:.ira~ chcd 
' ~ 

. . 
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valvrs). The differential pressure bct1.,•ci::n the upper Jnd lc~·:cr co1:1pJrlmc.1ts 

.. lill also force the flo1~·of air from the upper compJrtrncnt back to the lm·:cr 

compartment through the air return fa:1 ducts. The fans arc equi ppcd 1·1i th a 

time delay circuit \'1hich l'lill prevent their op~ration durinJ the first ten 

minutes fo1l01·1ing an accident but a very small diffcrentiJl prc!:.surc across 

the fan dampers will open them to provide a fltw path from the upper co~part

ment to the lower compartment. 

The potential for the steam condensation ra:e to exceed the release rat~ into 

the lo1·1er compartment exists during the "refill 11 period 1·1hen the steam re 1 casl: 

rates from the reactor coolant system arc very low. During the refill period accurac 

of the predkt ion of 1ower compartment pressure does not. appear to be i111portant 

because the ECCS evaluation model assumes adiabatic heating of the core 

during this period. However, the reduction of the lower coffipartffient pressure 

which could be experiericed during the refill period will establish the 

backpressllre availc:ble to the reactor coolant system at the start of 11 refloodi119" 

of the core. The l01·1er compartment pressure \·till begin to ii'lcrcase l':h(:?n the 

steam releuse rate into the 1m·1er con:purtrnent exceeds the lm·1cr corr.pilrtment 

steam condensation rate and 1·1i1l continue to rise until the uppe1- and 10\·:cr 

compart111ent pressures arc equalized and the ic.: condenser l01·1cr in1ct doors 

reopen. 

The LOTIC-2 code is ii modified vcrsior~ of the 01·~9in.1l LOTIC code (L~H~C-1). 

The LOTIC-2 code uses the conservation of mo111e11Lum cqi.;Jtio:1s to c.::lci;1.1tc 

flo1-1 rutcs ilnd pressure diffcrcntic1ls l.ict1·1cen the contJin111c11t co:: : j1Jrl:: : ~'11ts . 

The LOTIC-2 code includes tile CJpJbility to 1r.od~l t111: coolin9 effect of 

water from the ice condenser druining to the loi-1er comp:1rtment, and cond\.!n-
,, 

Cr> 
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sation on the contairuncnt sump pool surfuce. The LOTIC-2 code al:.o inc1udcs 

the capability to model the check vcJlvc action of the ice condenser lo~·1c:: r 

inlet doors when the upper compilrtmcnt pressure exceed:; the lm·1er compartment 

pressure. 

SUl··~·~ARY OF STAFF EVALUl\TION 

The LOTIC-1 code was reviewed in conjunction with and as a part of the 0. C. 

Cook Nuclear Plant FSAR review. He concluded in the D. c: Cook Safety 

Evaluation Report that the LOTIC-1 code c.onsen•atively calculates the maximur:? 

containment pressure and temperature responses to a loss-of-coolant accident. 

For the purpose of maximum long-tcr::1 c0ntair.r:1en!: response the omission of 

a differential pressure dependant flow model is justified . Also, ~eglecting 

the cooling effects of ice condenser drain \·:uter and condens:'ition or, the su:i:p 

pool surface in the lol':cr compartr.:rnt is conservative. The calcul.:tion of r.::;ss 

and energy release data for loss-of-coolant accidents does not consider a 

ref.ill pcrfod, but .the accident is assumed to progress directly from the end 

of reactor coolant system bl01·1dm·m to the= sturt of core 1·cflooding. Tht:1·cfor0, 

the simplifying assumptions used in the LOTIC-1 code are conservative for the 

!J.nalysis of the mJx ·imum contuinm8nt p:·cssurc r2sronsc for ice condcns e:r 

plants. 

I-le rcvic1-.red the LOTIC - 1 code as .:i proposed ar;ulytic~1 tool for U : t~ calculation 

of the n1ininiu;n contai rn~i.:nt pressure response of ice condenser p1.1n~ :.; f·Jr USl~ 

in the ECCS pcrforn:.:incc evJluation. In the sL1ff "Sl,1lus R\~po1·t fc11· t:.,' 

Hcstin9_housc Elcctl'ic CorporJtion r.ccs Pcrfor;11.1nce [valuation t-:, ... ,:c l," 

published October 15, 1974, and <ir.?endcd r:oven:ber 13, 1974, 1:e conrlud1~d th,1t 

the LOTIC-1 code could not be used for the . culculatilrn of mini111L.111 con~ ,:i :1-

• 

------
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mcnt pres!;urc for ice condenser pl.:ints for the follc;-: ing reasons : 

1. The simplifying assumption of uniform pressure throughout 

the containment in the LOTIC-1 code results i~ the in~bilit~ 

to calculate flov1 rates and differentiJ1 pressures be~:·:ecn . 

major compartments \'lithin the containin~r.t. 

2. The LOTIC-1 code omits the cooling effects of two potc~tia11y 

significant heat sinks in the contaim~ent 1o~er com~artment 

(i.e., the pool surface of the contai111~2nt sur.:;::i and v:ater 

spilling to the containment 101'/er co1.:~urt~e1~t fro:n the ice 

condenser drains). .• 

3. The LOTIC-1 code does not permit modeling of the ch~ck-

val vc type action of the ice condenser 1o·::er .fol et doors. 

We have reviewed the LOTIC-2 code described in S~pplc~c nt 1 to WCAP-8354 and 

find that the code incorporates tt1e necessary equ3.ticns and asslir.ipUons to 

include the effects· of differential pressure indu:cd flow between co~~~· : 

ments, check valve action of the ice cond~n$c1· 10'.·:er inlet doors and <'.ldc!itionai 

sources of energy removal in the containment lo•:1e1' co~'.)artm~nt. 

Based on our review of the LOTIC-1 and LOTIC-2 codes 1·1c have foun:f th:it the 

method of c<ilculilting heat transfer in the cont~irn.:(!nt 101·1cr co~ ; p,< rt:: 1c:1t. is 

not conscrv<itive for the evu1uation of lm·:cr co::1;-i.:irt1;;cnt tcr:1;J~r:1i.. l ;1·2s i n the: 

C'{Cllt of i\ secondt1ry system pipe r uptu1·c. F'or accidents thllt rck,15. r. ,, 

quantity of supcrl1c.:ltcd steam to the containm::nt (i .c., stct1;it line JrL' , : :.'.~) 

• (q) 

---- -----------
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and the condensate will fall to the contJinn; ..-nt floor. The LOTIC code$ .:i::;~u :~1c 

that heat is removr.d uniformly from tit!? contDinmcnt t1tn:osphcrc and no liquid is 

rcn:ovcd until the contc1inmc11t atmosphere is suturatcd. This approJch mJy rc:;u1t 

in the calculcltion of 1011cr compartment temperatures that arc not conservative 

for containment c:ind/or equipinent design. Therefore, \·!e believe thDt for the 

analysis of postulated' secondary system pipe breaks, the LOTI.C-1 code s~1ou1d 
I 

! 
be modified to include the effect of local condensiltion on lm·rl'.!r cor.:pu!-tli1E:nt 

heat sinks. 

STAFF POS IT ION 
., 

.· 
We have concl~ded · that: 

l. The LOTIC-1 code is accertable for the long-te:rr:1 analysis of the i;:axir.:;.i!:i 

pressure and temperature response of ice condenser contai m:ients to a 

loss-of-coolant accident 

2. The LOTIC-2 code is acceptable for the analysis of 

a) the minimum pressur~ response of ice condenser- containm~nts 

for the purpose of evaluating the ECCS pc1' fot1:'.:1nce und 

b) the maximum reverse cliffcrent~al rrcss: . .n-es \·!hich could occur 

across the structures LCt\\·cen the con ta i rn;:~nt upper and 1 o·.-:er 

co:npartm~nts during a loss-of-coo1.;nt tll:Cidc:nt. 

3. Tire LOTIC codes arc not ticceptuble for the: an:i1ysis of the r.:Jx11;1:.;1:: 

te~1pcruturc response of the ice condenser contJir:n:;::nt lo:·:c1· co::1p.-; rt i:~~~ 1.t 

to pos lu 1 a tcd sccond ."1ry sys tc111 pi pc brcu ks. 

'tie f1 nd \.J CAP-8355 to be an acceptab 1 e non-proprietary version of·-~ C.!\P-8354 . 

• 
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ABSTRACT 

An ;:intllytical model is pr.cscmtc:cl for the calculation of ice melt and long

term pressure tnmsi en ts in the j ce condcm!:cr rcnctor containment after a 

loss-:-of-c.oolant accident. The method appliN; con:>erv.itjon equatjons to 

control volumes used to simulnte ~patlal vor :i;'ltion. Thc- control volttinE's 

Tl~prcscnt the functJn11ally di.t'tinct co1npill:lmN1tS of l"Jw it'. ..C condt~nscr 

ctint8i1J.1nc11t, 

Uni(orn pressure and :::;aturatcd ~;tc:am coudiU•)ns has b0en asnumcd throughout 

tlic> cont::iinmcnt in order to reduce the computing tir.1c for a uiven problem, 

Several required quantities are assumtpions based on conclusions derived 

fror.1 lee Conde.nser Test Facility test results, 

Tile code :is flexible enough to analyze the eff ectivenesti of the enr,ineered 

safeguerd systems, including internal and external sprays and a sump \later 

rccirculJ ti.on cooling system. Temperature gradients in, and heat absorption 

by, the containment structure are also considered, 



ClJi'JCl.USlON 

ThP compl•tcr co<le c.i.:!,it>llipcd fln- the long-term tcm1rnr.at11rC' .ind prc·i;surc 

C2. lculat.ion ju the i ce conc~nsc r contair1i11<::11t c.:an perform these C<llc:uL1t i N 1:; 

effecti\•ely. This is z.~hievl· <l by simplificaUons in the thermodynamic, 

flrn·.' and h eat Li:Jcsfer modcln, nnd incorpornting of the test r<:!sults of 

the Ice Cond<.:nsei.- Test fac: :U ity when> appropriate. The code aluo models 

Contain!~1ent Spray Sys tem and ri Safety Injt!ction Systn111 to the Re;ictor Co:".'c. 

Tii C' heat-absorbing capacity of the struc t ural walls mny also be cons:ider.c tl 

in the prol>lE!lll. Several options exist as energy input sourcen to the 

containment. With the given input options, and the input data to be 

surplied, the co11tiiinment int0grit.y design analysis and the Emergency Cor.l"' 

Cooling System back pressure aualysis of the ice condens1..•r containment 

con be performed. 



1. 0 INTRODUCTION 

Early in the ice condenser development program it was recognized that 

there was a need for computer modeling of ice condenser containment per

formnnce. It was realized that the model would have to have capabilities 

comparable to those of the "dry" containment, COCO, model. These capa

bilities would permit the model to be used to solve problems of contain

ment design and optimize the containment safeguards systems. 

To more fully understand the development of the analytical model, a brief 

description of the arrangement of ice condenser reactor containment is 

presented. The general arr:mgement of a containment for a four-loop 

reactor coolant system is shown in Figures 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3. 

The containment is divided into three compartments: the reactor coolant 

sys tent or lower compartment, the upper compartment, and the ice condenser 

compartment. Figures 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3 show the boundaries of these 

three r.ompart1T1P.nt~ ~ ~~ wP.11 ~~ th~ ~otmdaries of dead-ended co~p~rtmcnt~ 

within the containment whose air volumes are not displaced by steam into 

the upper compartment. The lower compartment completely encloses the 

reactor coolant system equipment. The upper compartment contains the 

refueling canal, refueling equipment, and the polar crane used during 

re fue:ling and maintenance operations. The upper and lower compartments 

are separated by the operating deck, which provides a low-leakage barrier 

between these two compartments. The ice condenser compartment, which 

contai ns the borated ice provided to quench the loss-of-coolant accident 

energy, is a completely enclosed and refrigerated annular compartment 

10cated radially between the reactor coolant system compartment and 

outer wnll of the contninment, and in elevation, generally above the 

e>per<iting deck. The dead-ended volumes are adjacent to the lower compart-

1~.: · r.t ;m cl include t! ic au;dl i.:iry p i pe tunnel, the fan accumulator corr.part

m1"n t f; , ;ind Lhc ins t rurnl'nt· room. 

Th <· 0p·.· r .,tion of th ~ · i c C' C'c.mdcnsl"r rcLtctor contain111C'nt c.:in be divided into 

two J i :;tl.nc.:t pcr.l ods: 

, ..... , 



a. The initial reactor coolant blowdown, which for the largest pipe 

break assumed can occur in approximately 15 seconds. 

b. The post-blowdown period, which is of interest for two to three hours . 

after the blowdown. 

For the ECCS back pressure analysis the input is selected to be conservat]vely 

low based upon test results. 

The LOTIC code (Long-Term Ice Condenser Code) has capability to properly 

cl ~ scribe the ~ost-blow<lown period in the ice condenser containment. Not 

only are the upper, lower, and ice condenser volumes described, but also 

the ice condenser is divided into six circumferential sections, each with 

two vertical divisions. In this way mal<listribution and sectional burnout 

effects can be studied as well as the chang i ng volume distribution during 

the depletion of the ice bed. Another significant feature of the code 

is the two sump configuration (active and stagnant sumps) such that the 

sump floodup and temperature history of the containment is accurately 

mo<l~led . The code also describes the performance of the air ' recirculation 

fan in returning upper compartment air to the lower compartment. 

Coupling of residual ancl component cooling heat exchangers is pro-

vided tc giv.: an accurate indication of performance 

l ., 



for these heat exchangers. The spray heat exchanger performance is 

also accurately modeled in the transients. The basic equations used 

are the standard transient mass and energy balances· and the equations 

of state used ·in any containme~t transient, but appropriately coupled 

to the multi-volume ice condenser containment. The code also considers 

accumulator gas added to the containment and the displacement of free 

volume by the refueling water storage tank volume. 

The LOTIC Code uses the control voltune technique to irepresent the physical 

geometry of the system. Fundamental mass and energy equations are 

applied to the appropriate control volumes and solved by suitable numerical 

procedures. The initial conditions of the containment by compartment 

is specified before blowdown. Ice melt is calculated for the blowdown 

period based on the mass and energy released to the containment. After 

the RCS blowdown, the basic LOTIC Code assumption is made that the ' 

total pressure in all compartments is uniform. This assumption is 

jl:&.::;ti fi.~.~ 'by tbe fact that after the inj.tinl hlC'"-:dc~.:n cf the RCS the 

remaining mass and energy released from this system into the containment 

are small and very slowly changing. The resulting flow rates between 

compartments will also be relatively small. These small flaw rates 

are unable to maintain significant pressure differentials between the 

containment compartments. 

Waltz Mill tests have been performed to demonstrate the long term perfor

mance capability of the ice condenser. Specifically, these tests verified 

the ability of the ice condenser to reduce the containment pressure 

within a frw minutes following the blowdown and, in addition, tests 

have shown excellent condenser performance for tests simulating the 

long term addition of residual heat. 
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2. l :·IETHIJD OF SOJ.UTJ.0~ 

Th.:! model of tlw containment consi.s ts of five dh;tinet· conlaJl volt1111cs, 

the upper compartment, the lower comportment, the portion of the :Ice bed 

from which the ice has melted, ll1e portion of the ice bccl containing un

meltecl ice:, and the dead ended compartments. The ice condenser control 

volumi! with unmelted and meltc.d ice is further subdiviqed into six sub

cor.1p.:irtments to allow for maluistribution of break flow to the ice bed. 

The thE"rr.todynamic conditions :in these compartments ar e obtained as a fun i.'. Lion 

of tim(;! by the use of fundamental equations solved thrnu~h numerical -tt! ehn:i.qucs. 

These equations are solved for three distinct phases of problem time. F.ach phase 

corresponds to a d.istinct physical characteristic of the problem. Each of 

thc.'se phases has a unique set of simplifying assumptions baEcd on test 'results 

fror~ the ice condenser test facility, These pl1.:ises arc the blowdown period, tL :: 

c ~prc~: !;u:- l :! ~Llc!! p ~!. ..!.l.~ ~!., ~!.!~ t in:: lon~ lt? i."i I p.-:;,- ~ .-"1 ;-, --;-,- ~!i ;;::~ : ;~~:~ :! :·: sc~t:!. :::! 5 . 0 . 
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2. 2 ASSUMPTIONS 

The most significant simplification of . the problem is the assumption that Lhe: 

total pressure in the containment is uniform. This assumption is justified 

by the> fact that aft<?r the initial blowdown of the reactor coolant system 

the rcmaiuing mas!; and energy release rates from this system into the 

c ontaj nmcnt are small enough and very slowly changing, .thus differential 

p ressures are small and the containment pressure is essentially uniform in 

a 11 compartments. The resulting flow rates between the control volumes 

will also be relatively small. These small flow rates then are unable 

to maintain significant pressure differences between the compartments. 

In the control volumes, which are always assumed to be saturated, steam 

and air are assumed to be uniformly mixed and at the control volume temperature. 

When the circulation fan is in operation, the fan flow and the reactor 

coolant system. boiloff are mixed before entering the lower compartment~ 

The air is considered a perfect gas, and the thermodynamic properties 

The condensation of steam is assumed to take place in a condensing node 

located, for the purpose of calculation, between the two control volumes 

in the ice storage compartment. The exit temperature of the air leaving 

this node. is set equal to a specified value which is equal to the temperature 

of the ice filled control volume of the ice storage compartment. Lower 

compartment exit temperature is used if the ice bed section is melted. 

2.2-1 



3.0 TEMPERATURE RESPONSE IN UPPER /\Nn LOl~ER COMPARTMENTS 

Fundamental Equations 

A change in the mass or energy flow rates into or out of a control volume 

nffects the temperature of the medium in the control volume. The equation 

·for the i·esponse of this temperature shall be derived, using the mass and 

energy balances for the control volume. 

TI1e mass balance differentiated with respect to time is: 

- m 
out 

The energy balance differentiated with respect to time is: 

p £.... v + !L ( uM) ( h h ) + dt dt = min in - mout out q 

(1) 

(2) 

Since the c:ontroJ · volume has E:t"1tionary botm.-laiies, Lhe first term equals 

zero. 

In general, there exist~ a unique expression for the enthalpy of the 

medium as a function of its temperature. Considering this, the energy 

equation can then be written in the following way: 

This form of the energy equation and some appropriate assumptions form 

(3) 

the basis for the temperature response calculation in the control volumes. 

/\pplirnti<"n 

Suhstitutinr, the mass balance into the energy equation and rearranging 

yields: 

M du ~ T + m h (T t) = 
dT dt out OU min h(Tin) - u(m1·n· - m ) + q out 

3-1 
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If the pressure in a system of control volumes is assumed to be uniform and 

the temperature transients in the control volumes are small, then the flow 

in the system may also be .considered as miform. This means that the flows 

entering and leaving teh control volwne are equal. 

At this point in the derivation of the transient equations for the system, 

the flow-rate calculations have deliberately been replaced by the abo111-

mentioned assumptions. This eliminates the need to solve the momentum 

equation and results in a considerable simplification of the process of 

solving the transient behavior of the system. 

As the temperature in the control volwne is uniform over the control volll81e, 

it follows that the temperature of the flow leaving the control volume 

and that of the control volume are equal. 

If, as a final assumption, the enthalpy function of the medium can be 

written as [ J Equation 4 (•,c) 

then becomes: 

[ 
Now define: 

M~c k 
dT 1' 

right hand side of Equation 5 = RH. 

Then Equation 5 can be written as: 

[ J 

] (5) 

(6) 

Upon inspection of tile constants k1 , k2 and RH, o~e finds that at . a given 

instant these constants can be calculated. The problem is thus reduced to 

the solving of the first-order differential equa~ion. 
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k, is: 

[ ] 
For th• particular solutton tcy [ ] 
If t equals zero, which is the same as saying that the time-step size equals 

zero, the solution has to satisfy the condition at the given instant. This 

means that T has to be r
0 

and so c
1 

+ c
2 

= r
0

• If t is nn infini tc> time 

after the instant, a disturbance of the steady state has been introduced 

and the system has to be at a new steady state; or ~t in Equation 6 must 
RH 

equal zero; this means that · T must equal "k• 
2 

For the assumed solution,[ ] 
TI1e solution of the temperature response in the contrnl volume after ~ 

disturb<lncc has been introduced at a given instant is thus; 

[ J 
For the Upper Compartment and Lower Compartment the temperature of the 

air, steam, and r.pr<Jy flmiing out of the compartment is equal to the 

compart~ent temperature, and is unknown. 

r 

l 
[ J 

Th ~ enth ~lpy-cc~pcraturc relation for air is 

h = 0.24T 

(7) 

J 
( 8) 

(9) 

(a,c ) 

(a,c) 

(a,c) 

(a,c) 

(a,c) 
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Since the mass in the compartment is assumed to be constant over the time 

interval of this calculation, it follows from Equation 1 that 

m • m a,in a,out (10) 

m +m •m +m s,in spray,in s,out spray,out (11) 

The governing equations for the internal spray are: 

From the mass-balance 

m ""m + m spray,out spray,in c (12) 

From the ene~gy balance 

rn h . =m h +m h spray,out spray,out spray,in spray,in c s (13) 

From these two equations the spray flow leaving the control volume is then 

(h - h ) 
m .. m s spray.in 
spray,out spray,in (h - h ) s spray,out 

{14) 

By assuming that the spray water leaves the control volume at the control 

volume temperature, it follows that h ~ h and Equation 14 can be spray,out w 
solved directly. 

Equations 14, 10 and 11 are solved to yield the values of the three flows 

leaving the compartnents. 

Since the temperatures, and thus the specific enthalpies, of the entering 

flo;::; are known, and by an assumption the temperature and enthalpies of 

the outflowing air and steam are also known, the right-hand side of 

Eq~t~tion 5 is known. 

The right-hand side of Equation S can now. be written as 
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(15) 

where q is the net heat addition rate at the given constant. 

Eliminating from this equation the terms with the unknown temperature, 

T results in 

d 
The coefficient of dt T in Equation 5 is calculated to be 

[ ] 
The coefficient of T in the second term of Equation 5 is 

[ J 
If the term 16 is called C, term 17 called A and term 18 called B, 

Equation 5 becomes then 

[ 
111e solution 

[ 
of this 

l 
J 

equation is then given in Equation 7 and is 

l 

l 

TI1is equation gives the tem?crature in the upper compartment at a time 

~t sec oftc~ the instont t, and is now easy to solve. 

;, special case is represented when, in Equation 19, the coefficient B 

:is zero, wld.ch means that the sprny flow out of the upper compartment 

is zero. The solution of Equation 19 is then 
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(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

( 20) 

(a,c) 

(a,c) 

(a,c) 

(a, c) 

(a,c) 

(a,c) 



[ J (21) 

The temperature in the ice-condenser compartment is evaluated according 

to the following conditions: 

a. It may be specified 1y input values as long as all the ice-condenser 

sections contain ice. 

b. If some sections are melted, these sections are at lower compartment 

temperature, The ice-containing sections still have the specified 

input values. The temperature of the ice-empty part of the ice 

condenser is then evaluated by averaging over the empty ice con

denser section volumes. 

c, If all sections are melted, the temperatur.e in the ice-condenser 

compartment equals the lower compartment temperature. 

The dead-i;:nded volwne temperature is calculated as outlined in Section 

5.2. 

Since the temperatures in all the compartments are now known, the system 

pressure can be calculated using the procedure outlined in Section 4,0. 
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4.0 SYSTEM PRESSURE 

Fundnr.iental Equation 

As mentioned in Section 2.2, the total pressure in the ice condenser 

cont:'linmcnt is assumed to be uniform throughout the control volumes 

at a given instant. For the Eve control volumes this means that the 

su:;: of the steam and air pressures is equal for these control voh1r.ies. 

Th~ total air mass in the system must remain constant during the whole 

period of the problem, and can be calculated from the initial pre blow

do·.·.'Tl conditions. If air is added or subtracted from the system witl-i a 

givc::n rate, the total air mass can also be calculated at a given instant. 

The fundamental equation for the calculation is the state equation for the 

air: 

p V a M R {T + 460) 
a a a a a 

(22) 

Application 

It is clear that the total air mass in the system must equal the sum of 

the air masses in each control volume, Rewriting Equa.t :l ··on 22 and summinA 

yields : 

5 
v 

a l 
i=l 

R (T . + 460) 
a a,l. 

As P s:,·s 
..... +p, one can write :·s a. 

5 Psvs 
v 5 p • vi 

I i I s 'l. M = a R (T + M10) R (T + 460) 
i=l a a,i i=l a a,i 

If rh r t e::rrcrature in each cornpartl:V!nt is knmm, either by calculation 

or fro:-. s o::ie assu.-:1ption, the relation between the temperature antl the 

ste.:i::t pressure is known, It follows that p in Equation 24 is the 
sys 

only W1known, and thus can be evaluated. 
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Equation 24 is written as 

n Ps,i Vi 
M + l R (T . i + 460) 8 iel a a 

psys ~ n vi 

fal Ra (Ta,i + 460) 

This equation can be solved directly if the condition of the steam in 

each compartment is assumed to be saturated. The steam pressure p i s, 

(25) 

in each compartment is then known directly from the compartment tempera-

ture. The summation is over the number of active volumes at a given 

problem time. As mentioned before sorre of the compartments cease to 

exist as the problem time progresses. 

Given the system pressure, the temperature, the volume of each compart

ment, and assuming the saturated state of the steam, the mass distribution 
' 

and the necessary thermodynamic quantities of steam and air can be easily 

calculated by using the steam tables and the state equations for air. 
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5.0 CONTAINMENT ANALYSIS PHASES 

The code is constructed to calculste the ice condenser containment pressure 

over a long time period after a loss-of-coolant accident. The problem is 

solved in the following manner. The control volume technique is used to 

represent the physical geometry of the system, allowing specification of the 

volumes of the compartments in the containment, structural walls, and initial 

conditions. As mentioned in Section 2, the containment is divided into five 

distinct control volumes. To allow for flow maldistribution in the ice con

denser control volume, six sections are considered in this control 

volume. 

The fundamental equations of the previous section are applied to the appropriate 

control volumes, and solved by suitable numerical procedures. Since there are 

three distinct phases in the pressure transient of the containment, the analysis 

has been split into three more or less distinct periods; Each period has its 

own set of simplifying assumptions, mainly to speed up the numerical calcul~

tions and, if applicable they are based on the test results from the ice rnn

denser test .facility. These periods are: 

1. the blowdown period of the reactor coolant system. 

2. the depressurization and circulation fan start period, and 

3. the long-term period. 
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5 .1 BLOWDO'WN PERIOD 

This phase coincides with the blovdown of the reactor coolant system. 

The duration of this period is from the instant of a loss-of-coolant accident 

until the end of the blowdown, which is recognized by the code as the final 

entry in the first break-flow table given as an input. 

The pressure and temperatures in the containment are held constant during 

this phase at appropriate input values determine.d from analyses and com

pression ratio calculations. For the ECCS back prJssure analysis the input 

pressure is selected to he conservatively low based upon 'test result~. 

Tests at the ice condenser Waltz Mill test facility have shown that this 

phase represents that period of time in which the lower compartment air 

and a portion of the ice condenser air are displaced and compressed into 

the upper compartment and the remainder of the ice condenser. (The initial 

p re-hlowdown atmosphere in the dead ended compartment is retained at that 

t i.me.) The code represents this phenomenon through the use of an input 
• ,_ • • r . • r 

V ~J.~I! lUL' LUC J.tClCl.J.UU UJ.. Lln.: ice bed whicli ~"...... 
This fraction, determined from test data, is also used to establish the 

volumes of the two ice condenser control volumes which are held constant 

d uring this phase. 

The temperatures in the upper and low~r compartments are calculated from 

the input pressure. The portions of the containment which are primarily 

air-filled, i.e., the dead ended compartment and a portion of the ice bed, 

a re assumed to be at upper compartment temperature during this phase. Deck 

leakage considerations resulted in the upper compartment atmosphere to 

be considered saturated at this temperature. 

To calculate the containment steam and air mass distribution over the 

b lowdcwn period, the temperature in each control volume must be known. 

le case the dead-ended volume is part of the upper compartment, all the initial 

c onta i nrnent air is in the upper compartment and part of the ice coropartment. 

B cca'Jse t:he temperature in the latter is equal to the yet-unknown temperature, 
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the total volume at this tcmpernturc is thus knovu. The solution of this 

temperature is hastd on till' cqu:1ticms of Sc•c-t 1.on 11.Cl, 1n ~ · !:l 11'.hl Iv 

di (fer l' nt form . A~: I' ls known a nJ Liu· ~: lt ~ am Is ::: 1( ur•1I (•cl, 111w c· ;i 11 
sys 

itcr.:itc for T in Equation 24 . Write Equ.-.li.on 211 ;cs fullows: 
a 

M 
a 

(p SY._!? - p S) V 

R (T + 460) 
a a 

(26) 

Estimate Ta The steam pressure P
5 

follows from the steam tables for 

saturated steam. Enter these in Equation 26 and compare the air mass thus 

calcul~ted to the actual air mass. The Newton Iteration Scheme will provide 

a next better es ti-mate. If the error is less than 0.01°F, the iteration 

is completed. 

When the dead-ended volume is part of the lower compartment, its initial 

air mass stays constant and during this period it is assumed to be at a 

temp~ra ture equal to the upper compartment temperature with the steam at 

saturated condition. Equation 26 is now used , withnut including the 

dead-endc:d volume to calculate the upper compartment temper ature. The 

compressed volume of the dead-ended volume can now be found from Equation 

. 26 by writing it as 

v = 
M R(T + 460) 

a a a -------- (27) 

Ia the lower compartment and that part of the ice bed not filled with air, 

the tc~pcrature is equal to the saturation temperature of steam at the 

system pressure. Knowing the temperature, the partial pressures of steam 

and air. the volume of each control volume, and the fact that the steam 

is assuncd to be saturated. the masses of steam and air in each control 

volur-e can be easily calculated. 

To calcul;ite the ice i " vc.ntory remaining after the RCS blowdown the net 

mass and energy enter i ng the ice condenser is determined. From the blowdown 

:-atr; c f : ~:ass ~nd cncr g~r , gi ven as .:m input table, the following is subtracted: 

.. 
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1. Steam mass and energy condensed by the structural heat sinks in 

the lower compartment and ice condenser up to the time of the 

pressure reduction period. 

2. Steam mass and energy remaining in the steam filled lower compartment 

following bl~wdown. This steam is swept into the ice bed in the 

pressure reduction period to melt additional ice at that time. 

The net mass and energy entering the ice bed is assumed to be condensed 

completely with the calculation of ice mass melted, described in Section 6, 

made by using the inputed ice bed drain temperature for this period. 

Melted ice, blowdown steam and blowdown water are drained to the sump 

at the specified drain temperature and steam condensed by the structures 

is drained to the sump at lower compartment saturated liquid temperature. 

The sump volume is subtracted from the total lower compartment volume to 

obtain the steam-gas volume. 

SWDmarizing, it can be said that during the blowdown period the mass 

distribution is calculated in accordance with a given total system 

pressure that is constant over the period. The major calculations are 

the inventory calculations of the ice mass, and the sump mass and temperature. 
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5.2 DEPRESSURIZATION PERIOD 

This phase of the analysis corresponds to the period of time between the 

end of blowdown and the establishment of a circulation flow between the 

control volumes. At the end of blowdown the lower compartment volume is 

filled with steam. As soon as recirculation fan flow is initiated the lower 

compartment begins to fill with an air-steam mixture, composed of the upper 

compartment air of the fan flow and RCS boilof f steam displacing the 

previous steam atmosphere of the lower compartment through the ice bed 

in a piston type manner. As this occurs the code calculates the conditions 

in the upper and lower compartment from the compartment conditions and 

the spray and flow characteristics. This phase of the analysis ends when 

the air/steam mixture fills both the lower compartment and the melted out 

oortion of the ice bed. 

During this phase the input non-condensable nitrogen blowdown from the 

accumulator occurs, RCS steam boiloff is initiated, and the engineered 

safeguards come into operation. The engineered safeguards which are 

initiated in this phase are the recirculation fan, the safety injection 

system, and the spray system. The recirculation fan forces upper 

compartment air into the lower compartment atmosphere and has the capability 

to force circulate the stagnant dead ended atmosphere in a similar manner. 

During this phase the spray systems and safety injection system take water 

from the refueling water storage tank and pump it into the containment. 

Because of the nature of the calculation, this period is divided in two 

subperiods; the first, from the start the depressurization period till 

the start of the recirculation fan and the second covering the remainder of 

the period. It should be noted that natural convection of air from the 

upper compartment to the lower compartment is inputed as a fan flow rate. 

The flow rate is increased when the engineered safeguards fan · is placed · 

i n opera tion. 

At the beginning of this phase the blowdown ice melt is computed using the 

blowdo1.111 energy. This result is used to compute the actual volume of the 
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melted out portion of the ice condensers, which is used to change the i~e 

condenser volumes from th~ compressed value associated with the air 

displacement in the _blowdown phase to the actual value computed from 

the ice melt. The temperatun> of the ice condenser volume is also 

changed over a period of time from the blowdown value to an inpt·~ value. 

The temperature in the ice-filled part of ~he ice compartment (during the 

blowdown period set equal to the Upper Compartment) is, at a decreasing 

rate, changed to the input value for this control volume (specified in 

the input description, Section 12, by TEX (4) ). The volume of this 

control volume (volume *No. 4) is also brought at a specified rate from the 

input value to the actual value of the ice-filled part of the ice compartment. 

Coinciding with this, and based on the ice inventory, the melted part of the 

ice compartment volwne (volume *No. 3) is calculated. The latter volume is 

based on the length of ice melted and the gross area of the ico compartment. 

Thus the total ice condenser volume increases as ice melts out. The , 

temperature of this volume is set equal to the input value ~pecified by 

TEX (3) and is based on test data. 

The system pressure over this period is governed by the conditions in the 

upper compartment and the ice-filled part of the ice compartment. The 

calculation is based on the existing temperatures i~ these compartments. 

The temperature in the upper control volume of the ice c~mpartment is 

calculated by dividing the difference of the existing temperature and the 

input value by a constant and subtracting it from the existing value. 

Depending on the constant, the temperature will approach the input value 

and is set equal to it when the difference is less than 0.5°F. The 

temperature in this control volume will now stay constant until all the 

ice is melted. 

The volume of the upper ice compartment control volume is calculated based 

upon the remaining ice bed length. This volume is proportional to the 

remaining ice mass and will eventually become zero. 

Now the calculations for the second part of thi~ period ~re described. 

The start of the circulation fan causes the lower compartment to be filled with 

*(Sec figure 9-3) 
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upper compartment atmosphere at a specified flow rate, which is the fan 

flow rate. The model employed is that of a growing volume displacing 

the atmosphere present in an open cylinder. The model assumes no mixing 

of the growing volume and the atmosphere in the cylinder; this infers 

unequal temperatures for the two volumes and uniform pressure in the 

cylinder. 

The governing equations for this process are the mass and energy balance 

for the growing volume. 

Mass balance: 

~M=rm 
dt 

Energy balance: 

d d 
dt (uM) + p dt v • r mh + q - w 

Application 

(28) 

(29) 

The growing volume has an atmosphere of water, steam, and air. The only 

flow leaving this volume will be the steam that is condensing. Since there 

will be no work done the last term of Equation 29 is zero. 

The mass balance can now be written as: 

i:::: m + m 
a s 

The energy balance becomes: 

d d (Mu +Mu +Mu)+ p ~V 
dt a a w w s s dt 

- m 
c 

m h + m h a a s s 
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m h - q c c 

(30) 

(31) 



The unknowns arc now the internal energy which is a unique function of 

the mass, temperature, and volume. 

The energy balance is now directly integrated between two instants and 

the pressure is kept constant over the integration period and equal to 

the value at the lower bo11ndary of the integral. This results in: 

(M u + M u + M u ) 2 - (M u + M u + M u ) 1 + p v2 - pVl = 
a a w w s s a a w w s s 

m h 6t + m h 6t - m h 6t - q 
a a s s c c 

At instant l the temperature, volume, and pressure are known. 

(32) 

H
1 

+ t mh lt g (M u + M u + M u ) + p v
2 

(33) 
a a w w s s 

To solve Equation 33, an iterative procedure is necessary. The left-hand 

side represents the energy in the expanding volume at the instant for which 

the volume is to be calculated. The second term represents all the net 

energy additions over the time-step to the expanding volume and can be 

calculated at any given instant. 

From the mass balance, the mass of air at the end of the itegration can 

be found from 

M • M + m 6t a,2 a,l a 

where m is specified by the recirculation fan flow. 
a 

The iterative procedure is as follows: 

1. Estimate a temperature for the end of the integration step. 

2. Find from the water-steam properties tables for this temperature, 

the pressure, the specific enthalpy, and the specific volume of 
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the saturated steam in the expanding volume. Since the total 

pressure is held constant over the step, the specific enthalpy and 

specific volume of the formed water can also be found. 

3. The air pressure is now equal to the total pressure minus the steam 

pressure and thus the specific volume and enthalpy of the air can be 

calculated. 

4. Calculate the specific internal energies of the three constituents 

of the expanding volume. 

5. Now the volume can be calculated from the known air mass and its 

calculated specific volume. 

6. With this volume, calculate the masses of water and steam from their 

sped.fie volume values. 

7. The total internal energy can now be calculated from the masses and 

the specific values of the internal energy of air, water, and steam. 

8. As a closing condition, the left-hand side of Equation 33 can now be 

calculated. 

The error, being the difference between the known left-hand side and the 

calculation of Step 8, is now used in Newton's method to find a better 

estimate for Step 1. 

The steps are then repeated until an error criteria, one percent of the 

left-hand side of value of Equation 33 is met. 

If the iteration is successful, the water mass in the volume is calculated 

as follows: with a given spray flow rate and fall velocity, a certain amount 

of water will be present in the volume. If the ·calculated amount of water 

in the volume is larger than the spray water, it will leave the volume as 

condensed steam. In case of no spray~ the water is allowed to stay in the 

expanding volume. 
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The known masses and specific enthalpies in the expanding volume enable 

determination of the total enthalpy for the volume. 

For the calculation of the temperature in the upper compartment , the same 

method as in the first part of this period i s employed, taking into account 

the recirculation fan flow r ate out of this compartment. 

If the expanding volume is smaller than the lower compartment volume and 

ice - empty part of the ice compartment , the system pressure calculation is 

based on the upper compartment and the ice-filled part of the ice 

compartment . 

If the expanding volume fills the lower compartment and the ice-empty part 

of the ice compartment, this calculation period is terminated . 

During the second period , the ice inventory calculations are identical to those 

of the first period, as are the containment control volume mass d i stribution 

calcul ations . The latter calculation takes the diminishing steam-fi l led 

volume of the lower compartment into account. 

The dead-ended volume of the lower compartment is treated as follows . In 

case it is a part of the upper compartment, no calculations are necessary. 

When assigned to the lower compartment , and acting independently , the 

volume of the initial air in this compartment is calculated , assuming it is 

at the upper - compartment temperature with saturated steam in it. If a purge 

rate from the dead- ended volume is specified , the purging of the dead- ended 

volume starts with the start of the circulation fan, and the purge rate is 

added to the circulation fan flow . The decreas i ng dead- ended vo l ume is thus 

calcul ated by Equation 27 with the same assumptions as mentioned above . The 

decrease of this volume is added to the lower compartment volume and the 

dead- ended volume becomes an integral part of the lower compartment . 
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The structural heat removal calculation, dhcussed ]n Section 7, is 

based upon a volume averaged temperature of the lower compartment 

for this period. 
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5 . 3 LONG Tt:PJ-l PERIOD ·------ . ----

This ph;wc: of Lhe analysis begins ns soon <rn tlic circulation flow through 

the contninmcnt has bc·cn cstablil';hed and continues until the problem i s 

tcrminnted. The major occurrences of this ph;:isc arc recirc:ulation and 

ice meltout. Recirculat i on occurs when the refueling water storage tank has 

been drained. At this time the safety injection and spray systems be~in 

drawing from the active sump instead of the refueling water storage tank 

(the two sump model is <liscussed in Section 9.11). The spray system flow 
I 

continues to be routed through the spray heat exchanger dur.inp, thi! : period, 

with the safety injection and residual spray flows through the residual 

heat exchanger. 

Meltout occurs when there is no longer enough ice in the ice bed to prevent 

steam from f.10\dng directly from the lower compartment to the upper com:;artment. 

As long as there is . ice in the ice compartment, the temperature in the melted 

out part of thls compartment has a con~tant value, sped.fied by an input 

number (TEX (3) ) • The same applies to the temperature :in the ice-filled part 

of the ice compartment, the· input value being TEX (4). Due to maldistribution 

which is inputed to the code the~ sub-compartments may melt in a sequenced 

manner rather than simultaneously. If the ice in a section of the ice bed is 

completely melted, .the temperature in this section is equal to the lower 

compartment temperature. The temperature in the total ice-melted part of 

the ice bed is then the average by vol um~ of· the' temperatures in the empty 

ice sections. If the length of the ice bed in a section is less than one foot, 

the exit temperature of this section will linearly increase to that of the 

lower compartment temperature. If the melting of ice is complete, control 

volume *llo. 4 ceases to exist. 

During the long term phase the fan flow from the upper compartment and the 

flow out of the lower compartment are assumed to be at the temperature or 
the compartment the flow is leaving. .The temperature in the upper and lower 

conpnrtments i~ calculated by the methods described in Section 2. 

* (~e.e Fir,ure 9-3) 
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6.0 ICE CONDENSER HEAT REMOVAL 

The fundamentals for the heat transfer calculations in the ice condenser 

part of the containment are the test data gathered from t he ice con<lenser 

test facility. These test data as applied in the calculation of the ice 

inventory are the following: 

During the initial blowdown of the primary coolant system the total blowdown 

mass and energy enter the ice condenser compartment. The resulting i ce bed 

drain temperature. being the blowdown mass and melted ice, is established 

by test results and i!': i nput to the code. 

For the long-te rm period, only boiloff steam enters the ice compart me nt. 

The temperature of air-saturated-steam mixture leaving th e ice condens er 

is es t ·1blished by test results and is input to the code. This exit temper

at ure allows some steam to enter the upper compartment. The ice bed drain 

temperature for this period is also input based upon test results. These 

data enable one now to calculate the inventory of ice -l't a givP-n instant. 

The governing equations are: For the mixture flowing in the ice condenser 

Mass balance.: 

m +m =u: +m +m 
s,in a,in s ,out a,out c 

Energy balance : 

Dalton's law for a multiconstituent mixture of gases, applied at the 

exit s i de cf the ice compartment: 

m 
s,out 

= 18 
29 

PS 
m 
a,out pa 
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r'or the ice be(]: 

Mass balMce: 

Energry balance: 

q. = m (h - h . ) ice m m ice 

For the resulting drainflow 

Mass balance: 

m = m + m 
dm m c 

Ener~ balance: 

This set of equations will be used to calculate the ice-inventory in 

the ice-condenser compartment. 

Application 

(38) 

{39) 

(40) 

(41) 

With the assumptions made for the blowdown period, the total heat removal 

can be found. From Equation 35 we see that 

me= ~D - ¢ 
g 

substituting this in tquation 36 gives 
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for the long-term period, q. is defined from the same equat i ons and 
l.Ce 

from Equation 37. From Equation 35 

m cm -m 
c s,in s,out 

- -9..... 
hfg 

Equation 37 can be solved because the exit temperature of the steam ;.mu 

air mixture are specified and the steam is assumed to be saturated. 

Substituting these results in Equation 36 gives 

h h (h - h ) -q q +m =mh -m +m 
ice c c s s,in s s,out ~ a,in a,out 

Subs t i tution 0• :·:•jl;a tio;, 39 in Equ~ ::: ion 41 yields: 

m h . + qi + m h = mdrnhdm m i.ce ce c c 
(46) 

and substitution of Equation 40 into Equation 46 gives 

m (h - h ) = q + m h - m h 
m ·am ice ice c c c drn 

(4 7) 

Since the ice condenser drain water temperature is a specified input value 

for both the blowdown and long-term period, it follows from Equation 47 

that m can be solved. Via Equation 38, the change in ice mass thus is 
m 

solved. 

Ice inventory in each of the six ice condenser sections is calculated to 

provide sequenced melted out of ice bed sections and therefore bypass 

of the ice condenser during melt out. Maldistribution to the six sections 

plus direct divider deck leakage can be inputted to the code. 
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7.0 STRUCTURAL WALL TEMPERATURE CALCULATION 

During a postula t ed accident, heat is absorbed by the walls of the contain

ment structure, as well as by interior support walls and relatively cold 

equipment inside the containn~nt. There also may be considerable heat 

dis ~ipation to the external air by steel vessel containment structures. 

In this analysis, only a slab geometry is considered, and heat trans fc r 

in any direction is negle cted, with the exception of that perpendiculnr 

to the wall surface. 

Figure 7-1 shows a typical multilaycrcd wall. For illustration purpos~s, 

th:i s wall. i s .1<; .c.; · ·,red to ha ve two layers and to be in contact with the 

containment .:; t eam-air mixture on the inner surface. Walls may also be 

specified as having more than two layers . Each layer is divided into 

a small number of small elements 6X wide (except for the two surface 

elements which are 6X/2 wide). The thermal properties of each layer 

are assu~d constant, and each element is assumed to be a uniform 

temperature. To obtain a spatially converged temperature gradient 

for different materials, the element width may be varied from layer 

to layer. 

Tne conservation cf energy equation is then written in finite-difference 

form for every eleMCnt. Thus, for the inside surface element, the equation 

i s: 

~ k~ 
r ~X , 1 H ( ) { "} ( ) 
1 p c - 1 -- = T - T + - T - T 

W ~; 2 1 ci t s i.J sl 1 6X 1 2 1 
(48) 

Al l : c tr.)) ~ ra~u rcs , T, ref~ r t c element temperatures within the wall unless 

~ . ; , •·ip r ,, «: othe1wise in these equations. In general, for the j-th interior 

..:: k rr. • ~ llt of t lic k-th layer: 
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dT. k 

[pwcw ~X]k ~ = [~~]k [Tj+l - 2Tj + Tj-1] ("CJ) 

It is further assured that there is no energy storage in the "i:;ap" between 
th th 

the k and (k+l) layer in the wall, and an appropriate gap hcnt transfer 

coefficient is specified. 

At the wall exterior surface, the energy equation includes a term for 

incident solar heat flux, as well as the heat transfer to an atmosphere 

temperature. 

The heat removal rate fr-Jm the containment steam-air atmosphere is defined 

as: 

(50) 

~unu:rl.ng equation 50 overall walls per compartment results in the energy 

removal terms used in the energy equations. 

A similar equation is written for the heat removal rate from the sump 

water system, namely: 

The current LOTIC code model accounts for structural heat transfer by 

compartment through the three analysis phases. 
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8.0 HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 

Experimental data indicate the presence of high heat transfer rates 

between the containment atmosphere and the containment structures during 

the blowdown period due to the turbulence sweeping along the walls and the 

negligible thermal resistance of the thin condensate fi.lm layer present. 

Following blowdown. the condensing film heat transfer coefficient decreases 

to a smaller value. The condensate film thickness is then fully developed. 

and a stagnant air layer forms next to the cold surfaces, restricting the 

flow of steam. 

The LOTIC code has the options of specifing heat transfer coefficients as a 

function of time or calculating a film coefficient similar to that employed 

in the COCO code for analysis of udry" containments. 

The heat transfer coefficient to the containment structure is calculated by 

LOTIC based primarily on the work of Tagami. (l) From this work it was 

determined that the value of the heat transfer coefficient increases 

parabolically to peak value at the end of .blowdown and then decreased 

exponentially to a stagnant heat transfer coefficient which is a function 

of steam to air weight ratio. 

Tagllllli presents a plot of the maximum value of has a function · of "coolant 

energy transfer speed," defined as: 

total coolant energy transferred into containment 
(containment vessel volume) (time interval to peak pressure) 

From this the maxi1ftU11l of H for steel is calcul~ted: 

E 
Hmax • 75 [ t vl 0.60 (52) 

p 

H = maximum value of H (Btu/hr n 2°F) max 

t Q time from start of accident to end of blowdown (sec) p 

The parabolic increase to the peak value is given by: 
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H .. If {f; 0 < t < t 
s max p 

(53) 

2 
H • heat transfer coefficient for steel (Btu/hr ft °F) 

8 

t = time from start of accident (sec) 

The exponential decrease of the heat transfer coefficient is given by: 

H = H + [H - H ] e - • 05 [ t-t ) 
s stag max stag p 

where 

H = 2 +SOX 
stag 0 < x ~ 1.4 

t > t 
p 

H a H for stagnant conditions (Btu/hr ft
2

°F) 
stag 

x • steam to air weight ratio in containment 

( ~4) 

For concrete the heat transfer coeff icicnt is taken as 40% of the value 

calculated for steel during the blowdown phase. 

In the absence of external spray, three methods are available in the code 

for film heat transfer coefficients between the wall exterior surface 

and the external environment. First and simplest, a constant value may 

be specified. A value of 0 Btu/hr ft 2
°F is used to simulate adiabatic 

conditions such as insulation, symmetrical interior wall exposed on both 

sides, or the exterior of a thick concrete slab. Second, an input table 

can be used to specify the coefficient as a function of time. Third, a 

procedure described by MacAdams (2) has been incorporated in the code to 

calculate a combined radiation and convection coefficient based on simplified 

equations for heat transfer from short vertical plates to stiil air. The 

convection portion is given by: 

H + 
0.19 [tiT}l/3 

for 10
9 

< x < 1012 (55) 
c 3600 

H 
0.29 [llT/L)"

25 4 9 (56) = for 10 < X < 10 c 3600 

where: 
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n = T - T 
JMAX out 

The X is defined by MacAdams as being liH: producl <1( th<· C:r0!;l:uf :111d 

Pran<ltl numbers. The term (X/L 
3 

ll'f) was curve-fit t'-•d ; 1!-j a fu11 c 1. i0n of 

film temperature by the following equation: 

[ I 

T 
out 

The contribution of radiation is evaluated in the foll n1;in~ m.:in:H·r: 

f 
L J 

(.'iS) 

(59) 

The radiation and ccmvc·ction term ~; are combined to get Lite overall f i l m 

co('ffictr· :l!: c.;. l.i1c.: exterior surface : 

[ J 
For large values of vertical height L, II becomes indep<·nllcnt of wall 

c 

( 60) 

height and is a function of temperatures only. The above procedure should 

therefore also apply satisfactorily for comparatively l1igh verticnl walls. 
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9. 0 ENGINEERED SAFEGUARD SYST·EMS 

9.1 DESCRIPTION 

The Engineered Safeguard Systems modeled in the program consist of a 

Safety Injection System and a Spray System. Because of decay heat produced 

by the reactor. core after a loss-of-coolant accident, cooling water has to 

be supplied to the core by the Safety Injection System. Under the assumption 

that this cooling takes place by boiloff of the Safety Injection water, 

energy is added to the containment atmosphere. However, by means of the 

Spray system, the energy content of the containment atmosphere is reduced 

and absorbed by the containment swup water. Initially, the system draws in 

water from the Refueling Water Storage Tank for spray. After this tank is 

empty it is then switched to the containment sump water. 

A schell!8tic of the System as encoded in the LOTIC program is shown in 

Figure 9-1 for the initial period, and in figure 9-2 for the rP.circul;iti.on 

period. 

The time for the System to switch to recirculation is either input or 

determined by the capacity of the Refueling Water Storage Tank and the 

combined flow rates of the spray, residual, high head and charging pumps. 

The flow distribution in the System is governed by factors applied to the 

branch points A through E of the pipe system as depicted in Figure 9-3. 

The factors are supplied via input data. The -option exists for a change 

of any of the factor values during the problem time. 
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9.2 HEAT EXCHANGERS 

The heat exchangers as programmed are one of the followi.ng type: 

The compon~nt-cooling heat exchanger has counterflow, with the raw 

water flowing on the tube side. 

The re ~;idual heat exchanger i s a U-tubc heat exchanger, with the safety 

injection and spray water on the tube side. 

The spray heat exchanger is a U-tube or counterflow hc.'.lt 1: xchanger. 

The performance equations are as follows: 

(For a U-tube type) 

[ 
(For a counterflow type) 

[ l 
where 

Th~ working forms of the equations are: 

For the spray heat exchanger, Equation 61 is written as 

l 
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(61) 
(a, c) 

(~1) (a,c) 

(63) {a,c) 

(64) (a,c) 

(65) (a,c) 



If the spray heat exchanger is identified as being of the counterflow 

type, Equation 62 is applied and writ ten as 

1 
I 

I (66) 

! 

J 

This can be solved directly, as the term UA for each heat exchang,:r is 

specified by input d .:i ta and P follows from Equation hl, where m • 
co 

m , and nl equal s either the spr<.iy pump flow or the recirculation flow 
raw 110 

multiplied hy the app~opriate flow distribution factor . 

From Equation 64 

[ ] (6 7) 

Yhere ti . is either 
to ,in 

the refueling tank \I.Tater temperature of the sump 

water temperature. 

The spray water temper.:iture now follows from Equation (3-3) 

[ ] (68) 

'.' 'he Bafct.y in j c c: l i on .'ln<l n:·sidual sprriy tt·mper.1ture n: su] tjng from the 

comhin;it· i o n of cnmpo11r: nt c:o •.>1 in ;~ anJ r e s i cl11 .1 l hr .:it <'x c:hangers is calculated 

a !; fol1 . .: ... 1s : Th e v :1 l 11l'S of S f t•r tl i :• r e si J u .:i l and c omponent-cooling heat. 

~ x.:hnn 01 ·r :< f ·'>llow f;·n111 Eq1.1atio11s (,] and (o2 , respectively, or their equivalent 

.. "•m~ Ettu '-'t ion :; (, r, ,~nd '1 (1 r <·!': r c::: r : ' 'l' ly. These cqu::itions C:lll also be solved 

. J ; r ;• 1· t I v . 

i ·.H 1l1r! r ... ·~: idual l l<.~ ; : t l' XChnngcr , r L> follows from Equation61, m hejng till' 
I \ CO 

·~ llmp~nenL-cooling watt•r fl(1w rate t: \l the residual heat exch:mgcr and 

.;;, j s <'it lier the f] ow from t he n· t ul" l i ng wate~ storage tank or part o( thC' 
l i O 

rccirculaticn flow. For the component-cooling heat exchanger, PC follows 

9.2-? 

(a,c) 

(a,c) 

(a,c) 



/, 0'1 

also from Equation (61), mco is now the raw water flow and 1\o is the 

component-cooling water flow of the residual heat exchanger. 

traw,out tSI 

' 
t3 t2 

-
: 

p 
Sc 
c 

PR 
. SR 
~ 

t4 tl 
' ' 

traw, in ts ump 
The temperature equations (see figure above) can now be written as 

(For the component cooling water heat exchanger) 

(For the residual heat exchanger) 

[ ] 
(For the component con.ling WDler flow) 

(69) (a,c) 

(70) 

(71) 
(a,c) 

(72) 

(73) (a,c) 

(74~ 

The unk1wwns of this set of equations are t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , traw,outand tSIS. 

Hy ~11m.i1 1 al \,m there follow:; 

(75) (a,c} 

(76) 
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9.3 INTERNAL SPRAY SYSTEM 

The i nternal spr~y sys tem is built into the contninmcnt upper and lower 

compartments to reduce the energy content of the compartment atmospheres. 

A set of spray headers is therefore employed, and the spray waler emerges 

from these headers in thin she~ts or as small droplets. The heat-transfer 

area available in a spray is tl1us very large. Heat removal by the sprays 

is based on the 3Ssumption that the spr~y water temperature rises to the 

compartment stcan~air temperature. 

Ample evidence ex is l s to jus tify a ih' r!t removal l ' fr ·j c i c.>nc y of 1 OOi. for 

spray within containment ve:-:sels po.<J t - accident. Exp<• r imcn tal cviclC'ncc is 

provided in BNWL-1084(J) ' . In one particular run of the Containment Systems 

Expe riment drop temperatures were measured at three separate elevations within 

the CSE vessel. As reported in BNWL-1084, "the temperature(s) measured •••. 

(were) consistent with behavior expected if the drops were in thermal equilibrium 

with the vessel atmospher~ ~t the three vertical positions.'' Containment 

atmosp!1eric· conditions varied markedly during the experiment, but no deer.ease 

in efficiency under different conditions was noted. 

(4) 
ORNL-TM-2412 presents an anaJytic;:il model developed to calculate the 

t~mpcrature transient ~ithjn spray drops of various s i zes falling in a 

post-accident containment atmosphece . Heat transfer processes of conduction, 

convection, and condensation arc considered, and a fully-developed boundary 

layer is assumed to exist on the drops. Results are presented for a number 

of ~a ~~ s involving parametric variations of drop diameter, atmospheric 

tempe rature, and initial drop temperature. The results presented "justify 

the conclusion that water introduced into a full-size containment building 

as sprays will attain temperature equilibrium with the building atmosphere." 

The approach to rherma J. ~qu iUbri11 m is shown to be much more. rapid for small 

Jr0p s than for Lug!! ont.'s . The fine droplets produced by the Sprnco l 713A 

spra}' nozzle (geometric mean diameter = 282 mkrons) will reach thermal 

cquilihr ium with th;: !;u c::-mmcJ i ng :: t rnoi:;phere even more quickly th:m th1..• drops 

cons i ciL•red in Olm L-T!·!- 24 1?. . 

T:1c govL•n1ing rq 11.1ti.nn s fllr Lh<' inf l' r11;1l spn1y syi:;t<: m a re proviclrcl 

. s; J.: : u1ti,1n~ ( 1'.!) , (l 'l), ;m u (l .'1) . 

q.1-1 



The active sump in the: ic:e condenser containment may not have a L1rge 

enough capacity to contain aJl the water of the reactor coolant system, the 

melted ice, and the refueling \·mtec storage tank. The cxCl"!.SS water is 

spilled and is no loncer nvnilnble (jnactlve sump) for the safety Injection 

or spray $)'Stl'm. The 111.-iximum value of the active sump can be specified 

by input data. 

The water mass and tempcrat11rc in the sump is calculated as follows: 

M sumr, N 
M < + O:m<l - m . - m ) tit 

s11mp, l rn sis spill 

the summation is for all the flows cnter.ing the sump. 

H + [Lm h 
0 drn dm H sump, N .. 

. sump, 
M 

sump, 

The water volume follows now from 

v sump 
H sump. N/v w 

- (m • - m ·11) 
Sl.S spl. 

m . - m . 11) 6t 
Sl.S Spl. 

h o]M sump, 

(77) 

(78) 

(79) 

lf the sump water volume is greater than the specified maximum volume, the 

spilli11g flow follows from 

mspill 

and the water mass is reset to 

M N sump, 

v mnx =--
vw 

(flO) 

(Bl) 

This process is representative of the spill over into the pipe trench area 

af Lcr t l1t· sump insi<lE' the crane w:il.l if filled. The \rJaLcr mass cmd tem

perature o( the spilll'd water sump is cnlcul.:ited an:ilor,ous to tht• main sump, 

the l·ntcrin~ flow lH•in!'. the ~•pilUnt; flow having a tC'mpcr.'.lt"ure c:;d cu lated 

by Equal i un ( 7 fl) • 
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'J'h e approach i s cons~rv:.itlvc as the i:ri1alJcr active vulume of this modc>l 

heals more r~rpidly th.1n ;i n all inclu~ ivc sump and tld s causes ftigher :;prny 

temperatures during the recirculation phase of the accident. 
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.1.0. n AIJXILl Al:Y E(1 iJ/\TIONS 
·-- ·- - - --·-- - - . ·- ~ - -----

10.1 RESJDU1\L lti'.:\T ----------

For th:.: ECCS b3ck prC'S ~t irc analysis the decay he:'al rates cmployr:d ;.ire 

consi.-;tcnt wit.It the rcqtdrc:1!1cnts of S<.:ctfon I of Appendix K of 10CFR50. 

For the:> ECCS :in<lly nis, pr•s t hlowdm,'Tl m:iss and energy flow rates are supplied 

:is LOT TC C.Olh· input an d tlw J.OTIC c·oite residual Ile at oplio11 is not used. 

The ir.n:s T"'. ~~ j du_;i.:l .. .tw;it. :-;t.:111d•.1rd is Cl] so incorpor:itcd as an option in the 

code for the total encr r,y release rate from isotopE'! decay foll owinr, shuLdo\:n 

of the cun:cnt gc•neriH ion of therm.:il reactors fuclc>d wi.th ur;mium (U-2J '...i 

c nrichcd). The t hn: c m.:ijor contributors of energy are: 

a. Fission-product de>cay heat , 

b. U-238 capture d~c~y. ond 

c. residual fissions. 

The fission··product residual heat uses a combination of the propo!;cd ANS 

S ub-committee-5 data and calculation~ by the WNES Radiation 1' :i<1lysis p1.'. r

s onncl for finite fu~l region cycle tirncs of 24, 000 EFPH, 16, 000 EFPH, an<l 

8 , 000 E1''PH. 
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10. 2 Zll{CONIUM-WATER JtEACTION HEAT 

The cneq~y produced by a zirconium-water reaction in the core can be 

supplied as a time-dependent table. The energy is added to the residual 

heat, an<l thus results in an additional steam release into the lower com-

partmcnt. 

The boil-of f from the core due to r e s idual heat and an eventual zirc: o11iur.1-

water reaction is calculat ed as follows: 

= q I {h - h ) 
s w (82) 

wherc h is the steam enthalpy at the existing lower compartment conditions 
s 

and h is either the enthalpy of the water in the core or the enthalpy of 
w 

the safety injection water put into the core. All other safety injection 

is spilled to the sump without remov i ng heat. 

If th~ effe:c tive safely injcctiun OJJL..i.on is used and the saf~Ly iujcl:Llu11 

system is supplying water to the core, an energy balanct! is·performed to 

calculate the enthalpy of the_ spilling safety injection water froru the core • 
... 

(83) 

In case the calculated enthalpy is greater than the enthalpy corresponding 

to tilat of saturated water at the lower compartment condition, the steam 

boil-off is calculated by 

m ·= 
boil-off h ) + q} /hf w,sat g 

(84) 

Tht! remaining spillin1; wa ter i s at the saturated liquid condition. 
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10. 3 HASS AND ENEl~GY RATE T M;u:s 

An option is provided to supply a tal>le of post l>lowJown mass and energy 

releases to the lower compartment atmosphere and su1ap. Core boiloff 

rates and sump spillage rate~ indicat i ve of the safety injection ~ystem 

perfort:1ance can be supplied as a function of time. The values arc 

handle<l in the following manner: 

1. The effective ~mount of saturated steam boiloff is calculated based 

on the steam mass and energy release rates. 

2. Spillage to the !:'tunp is added to the active lower compartment sump 

at the energy content supplied. lf this option is specified the 

normal safety injection flows are not used until after the last 

table value. 

10.3-1 



10. 4 CORE 130ILOFF SPLIT AiID SAH:TY L'IJECTION QUEHCI! 

An option is provided to calculate the net core bolloff rate and spillage 

rate to the sump based upon decay heat input to the core. The fracLion 

of the energy or steam flow that goes to the broken RCS loop is specified 

as input. The rcm.iining core energy flows into the unbroken RCS loops 

where the safety injection flow may quench a part or all this steam flow. 

Any stc.::a.11 not condensed is added to the steam flow from the broken loop 

and safety injection wate.r is spilled at saturated conclitions. If t;hc 

safety injection flow is sufficient to qu.ench all the steam in lhe intact 

loops, an energy balance is performed to calculate the enthalpy of the 

spi 11.ing safety injeclion water. 
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11. 0 COI·it'UTt:.K CODE DESCRIPTION 

11.l GENERAL DESCRIPTIO~ 

The m3thernatical model described in this report has been implemented as a 

digital computer code having the name LOTIC (Long-Term Ice Condenser Code). 

Ti1e input data consists of geometric, engineered safeguard systetJJ design 

and energy and mass release into the containment information. The fonuat 

for input is discussed in the- next section of this report. The output cl .:1 t :1 

are divided into three types. The "long-form" output is a tabulation, at 

a given instant, of all important dat.:i for all clements. These data include 

pressures, temperatures, air and steam masses, mass flow rates, volumes, 

ice mass, etc. ThP "short-form" output is a tabulation, appearing at 

intervals among the long-form printouts, of gauge pressure in the contaimnent, 

temperature l"'tf lower-upper compartment, the two sumps, and the containment spray 

temperatures for a sequence of forty time-steps. Typically, the time interval 

between two successive entries in a short-form printout is smaller than the 

time interval between successive long-form printout, but larger than the 

calculational time-step. Hence, the short-form printout allows the an~lyst 

to conveniently obtain a more detailed picture of the variation of pressure 

and temperature in tiruc. Finally, the output is also available in the form 

of computer-prepared plots of pressure versus time for all elements. 

11 .0-1 



11. 2 FLO\-! nT AGRAM A'Nl1 SlllmOHT !NE LIST 

Figure 11-1 shows the computer code flow diagram for the l.OTIC c-ode. T11hle J 

lists the major and mi.nor suhroutines used in the LOTIC code. 

11.2-1 



Table I provides a li.~t of LOTIC code subroutines. 

"fable II provides C1n i1:r•ut dRta description for the code. 

, I • · 
,• .. ' 



FIGURE 11-1 
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LOTIC CODE SUBROUTINES 
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Card I.D. 

1 and 2 
(titles) 

3 
(program 
control 
parameters) 

4 
(program 

TABLE II 

LOTIC INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION 

Format 

l2A6 

7El0.4 

7El0.4 

Symbol 

CT(l) 

CT(2) 

CT(3) 

CT(4) 

· CT(5) 

CT(6) 

CT(7) 

CT(S) 

~1-

Definition 

Heading (title for computer 
printout and plots (two title 
cards required) 

End of problem time (sec) 

Maximum computer time allowed 
for the problem (min) 

The print subroutine is called 
after every CT(3) time step. 
This variable determines the 
number of time steps between the 
print steps. (After the print 
subroutine is called 40 times, 
a minor printout will occur for 
the previous 40 print step.) 

After the print subroutine is 
called CT(4) times, a major 
printout will occur. (If CT(3) 
cJ, and CT(4)=10., a major print
out will result after 30 time 
steps . ) 

For temperature and pressure 
plots, CT(S)=l. To suppress 
plotting, CT(S)=O. The end titne 
on the log (time) axis is equal 
to the last time entry of the 
t .ime step tables. 

If CT(6)~0 . , wall temperature 
will not pTint; if CT(6)=1., 
temperatures will be printed. 
(To be used only when wall data 
cards are included.) 

Opiton for controlllng spray heat 
exchange~ when taking spray from 
refueling water storage tank 
(RWST). If CT(7)=0., spray heat 
exchanger cooling of RWST flow 
is used. If CT(7)=1., there is 
no cooling of RWST spray flow. 

Volume percent of ice compartment 
filled with air during blowdown 



Card I.D. 

control 
parameters) 

5 
(progrillll 
control 
parameters) 

LOTIC INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION (Cont) 

Format 

7El0.4 

Symbol 

CT(9) 

CT(lO) 

CT(ll) 

CT(l2) 

CT (13) 

CT (14) 

CT(l5) 

CT(l6) 

CT(l7) 

-2-

Definition 

Containment pressure during 
blowdown (psig) 

Dead-ended volume location; If 
tT(lO)c2., the volurrc is converted 
to lower compartment volume at the 
dead ended volume purge rate 
specified. If CT(lO)=l., the 
volume is a part of the upper 
compartment. 

Reactor thennal output (Mw). This 
value is required for the decay 
heat option using the WNES residual 
heat standard. If decay heat is 
not used, CT(ll)=O. 

Core boiloff option: CT(l2)=0., 
boil off is considered, with SIS 
making up for boil-off and 
remainder of SIS spilled to su~p. 
If CT(l2)=1., credit is taken for 
SIS in suppressing the core decay 
heat boil-off. If CT(l2)-l.O Post 
blowdown Mass & Energy table is 
used. 

Initial energy in the reactor 
coolant (RCS) system, Btu (this 
is used only with wall optiou and 
is used in wall film coefficient 
calculation). . . 
Time of initial containment system 
peak pressure during or follm,·ing 
blowdown, sec. (Tilis is used only 
with wall option and is used in 
wall-film coefficient calculation). 

Time (sec) to start using decay 
heat curve and/or zirc tables when 
the optional post blowdown mass 
and energy table is used CT(12). 

Spare 

Spare 



Card I.J. 

·346 

LOTIC INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION (Cont) 

Format Symbol 

CT(18) 

CT(l9) 

CT(20) 

CT(21) 

-2a-

Def1.nition 

Spare 

Spare 

Spare 

The fract.ion of the energy that 
goes out the broken loop after 
time of CT(l5). SIS suppressing 
of remaining energy when 
CT(l2) <O. 



Card I.D. 

6 
(tabular data 
control para
meter) 

:ompartment 
111 data-!) 

LOTIC INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION (Cont) 

·rorrnat §ymbol 

713 NWALL 

NTSTB 

NBR1:'T 

NQHFT 

NA I RT 

NZICT 

NF HTC 

ax, 4I3, 4El0.3 KELM(!) 

XMAX(I) 

Definition 

Total number of compnr.tmcnt \rlalls. 
(Equipment in the compnrtmcnts 
such as thl"' bridge cr;:nc, ~t:ccl 
beams, etc. may be rcprcsentc~d a<· 
a separate wall-maxi.murn of 20 
walls). 

Nmnher of points in the tjmc step 
control table (maximum of 20). 

Number of bre11k flow tables used 
(maximum of 4 tables vith 1'1 
points per table) 

Number of heat addition tables 
used (maxi111U111 of 4 tables with 
14 points per table-first two 
tables for lower compartment, 
second two tables for upper com
partment). 

Number of air addition tables 
used (maximum of 4 tahlcs with 14 
points per table-first t"m tables 
for lower compartment, second 
two tables for .upper compartment). 

Number of zirconium-water rc!act:ion 
tables used (maximum of 2 tables 
with 14 points per table) 

Number of time dependent film 
heat transfer coefficient tnbles 
for inner wall surface (mmdmum l l f 

8 tables with 14 points per table). 

One card is required for each wall. 
The maximum number of cards is 
determined by the variable NWALL 
on card 5. 

Wall identification with respect 
to compartment; lcupper compart
ment 2•1ower compartment, 3=ice 
condenser. 

Number of individual layers (matc·ri;i 1 
layers) which milkc up the wull 
(maximum of 9 layers per wall). 



Card I.D. 

(Compartment 
wall data-2) 

LOTIC INPUT DATA DESCRIPT.ION (Cont) 

Format 

14X, 213 
5El0,lf 

Symbol 

ITBL (I) 

IWTBL(I) 

TAIR(I) 

WAREA{I) 

HGHT(I) 

TINT(!) 

IN(I,K) 

NT(I,K) 

Definition 

Identification number for time 
dependent inner wall surf ace film 
heat transfer coefficient. The 
range of numbers is from 1 to 8. 
Negative numbers specify the 
Tagami heat transfer cocff icient 
correlation (-2 for convrete and 
-1 for steel) which is contained 
in the code. Positive numbers 
refer to the user spec.Hied time 
dependent film heat transfer 
coefficient tables. 

If IWTBL(l): ("'l), the wall is 
in contact with the steam-air 
compartment atmosphere mixture; 
(= -1), the wall is in contact 
with sump water. 

Environmental temperature in 
contact with the outer wall surface, 
•F. 

Wall heat transfer surface area, 
Ft2 

Vertical height of wall, ft. (used 
only for calculating convection 
heat . transfer coefficient on outer 
surface-suggested value is 1 ft) 

Initial wall temperature, °F 
(assume to be uniform at time =O). 

These cards contain information 
pertaining to the individual 
layers which make up a wall. One 
card is required for each layer. 
(Minimum of one layer per wall 
and a maximum of nine layers; 
number of layers is specified by 
the variable 'KMAX{I). 

Number of nodes in the K-th layer 
of I-th wall (minimum of 2 nodes 
and maxi.mum of 20 per layer). 

'.l'his variable determines the mode 
of heat transf cr on the outer 



Card I.D. 

(external 
.rall surface 
teat transfer 
~ontrols) 

• ..... . 7·~ .. 

LOTIC INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION (Cont) 

Format 

213 

Symbol 

DELX(I,K) 

THC~N(I,K) 

R.HIJCP(I,K) 

HGAP(I,K) 

NHGAP(I) 

-5-

Definition 

surface of the wall layers. For 
a wall that is made up of several 
layers, NT(I,K)~o if it is an 
inner layer. If the wall layer 
i .s on the outside (outer wall 
surface) and there is time depen-
dent heat transfer or an external 
spray, the NT(l,K)•l. 

Thickness of k-the layer. ft. 

Thermal conductivity of K-th 
layer, Btu/hr'ft-°F. 

Product of endsity and specifi.c 
heat (~Cp) for K-th layer, 
Btu/Ft -°F. 

This variable represents the heat 
transfer coefficient between th'c 
K and K+l wall layers or the outer
most wall layer and the outside 
atmosphere, Btu/hr-ft2-°F, and 
it can have a pooitivc zcrc. or 
negative value. (a) A positive 
value specifies a constant hedt 
transfer coefficient (for 
paint-to-steel or paint-to-concrete, 
HGAP(I,K)•lo4) (b) A zero value 
specifies ah adiabatic wall, i.e., 
no heat transfer (for outside wall 
only) (c) A negative value specifi~d 
convection and radiation from a 
vertical plate to outside air (if 
HGAP(I,K)•l, the program 
calculates the proper heat transfer 
coefficient). 

The following three cards provide 
data for time dependent external 
wall heat transfer and for external 
wall spray. The cards are not 
required if the previously dcf ineJ 
variable NT'(I,K)=O, i.e., the wall 
is adiabatic. 

Number of values in the film heat 
transfer coefficient table for 
each outside wall layer (m~~i~um of 
10 values per wall). If Nllr.\? (!) 
•O, there is no time dcpencknt t,•311 
heat transfer, and wall hc.'at tran:;f , :1 

cards (TICAP (K, I) and llGAPT (I~. I) ~1r,· 
not required. 



Card I.D. 

{external 
wall surface 
heat transfer 
coefficient 
tables) 

(external wall 
surface spray 
parameter) 

(inner wall 
heat transfer 
coefficient 
table) 

LOTIC INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION {Cont) 

Format Symbol 

NSPRA(l) 

6F.J.0.4 TIGAP(K,I) 

HGAPT(K,I) 

6El0.4 QEXSPR(I) 

TEXSPR(I) 

PEXSPR(I) 

TSTART(I) 

TIST"P(I) 

HSUBEX(I) 

8I3 IMHTC(M) 

6El0.4 TPHTBL (I ,M) 

Defini.tion 

External spray option on the 
outer wall surface; NSPRA(I)=O 
external spray is not used and 
spray description cards (QEXSPR(I), 
etc.) are not required; NSPRA(I)~ 
1, external spray is used, and spray 
description cards must be provided. 

Time at which the K-th outer wnll 
heat transfer ceof ficient begins 
to apply, sec. 

Heat transfer coefficient for 
outerwall at time TIGAP(K,I), 
Btu/hr-ft2-°F. 

External wall surface spray flow 
rate, gpm. 

Temperature of external spray 
water, °F. 

Atmospheric pressure at uute1: 
wall surface, psia (used to 
detenaine spray boiling 
temperature) • 

Time for initiation of external 
I 

spray, sec. 

Shutoff time for external spray 
sec. 

Heat transfer coefficient between 
outer wall surf ace and spray water 
based on mean temperat~re 
differences, Btu/hr-ft -°F. 

Nwuber of values in the M-th 
inner· wall surface film heat 
transfer coefficient table 
maximum of 8 tables with 14 values 
per table). 

Time at which the I-th inner wall 
film heat transfer coefficient 
begins to apply, sec (maxi.mum of 14 

. values per table) • 



Card r.n. 

(time step 
table) 

(break flow 
table) 

(heat addition 
table) 

(air addition 
table) 

LOTIC INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION (Cont) 

For111at 

6E10.4 

613 

6El0.4 

613 

6El0.4 

~1 

HTMTBL(I,M) 

TDLTB(I) 

DELTB(I) 

NPNBT(I) 

TBKTBL(I) 

BRKF!4(I) 

BRKENG(I) 

NPNHET(I) 

TNHETB(l,N) 

QNHET(I,N) 

-7-

Definition 

Inner wall film heat tr;msfer 
coefficient at time TFIITBL(l,H) 
Btu/hr-ft2-°F. 

Time at which the I-th time 
step size begins to apply, sec 
(maximum of 20 values). 

Time step size at time TDLTB(l), 
sec. 

Number of values ·in the I-th 
break flow-energy vs tjmc tabl~ 
(max:iJaum of 4 tables with 14 
values per table) 

Time at which the I-th break mass 
flow rate and total enthalpy flow 
rate begins to apply, sec. 

Break mass flow rate at time 
TBKTBL(I), lb~/sec. 

Break total enthalpy flow rate at 
time TBKTBL(I), Btu/sec. 

The heat addition table data arc 
not required if NQHET=O on card 5. 
The first two tables are for Jower 
compartment and second two tr.Lles 
are for upper compartment. 

Number of points on the I-th heat 
addition rate table (maximum of 4 
tables with 14 values per table). 

Time at which the N-th heat addition 
rate applies, sec. 

Heat addition rate at time 
TNHETB(I,N), Btu/sec. 

The air addition table data a-r~ not 
required if NAIRT=O on card 5. (ThP 
first two tables are for air 
addition to the lower compnrtnwnt 
and the second two t:1li1L•s ;ir<' f nr 
air addition to the upper compart
ment. 



Card I.D. 

(:'-ltiSS & 

encr~y re..'..l!ase 
rate table) 

(zirc heat 
table) 

LOTIC INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION (Cont) 

Format 

413 NPNAIT(I) 

6El0. 4 TNAITB (I, N,) 

EMAIT(I,N) 

TAIRT (I ,N) 

13 NPBRKT 

SEl0.4 TBRKT 

BRKTM 

BRKTE 

SPILLM 

SPILLE 

213 NPNZIT(I) 

-8-

Definition 

Number of values in the I-th 
addition table (maximum of 4 
tables with 14 values per table). 

Time at which the N-th air 
addition mass flow rate and air 
temperature apply, sec. 

Air addition mass flow rate at 
time TNAIBT(I,N), lbs/sec. 

Air addition temperature at time 
TNAIBT(i,N), °F. 

Post blowdown steam mass and 
energy and spill mass and energy 
rates. 

Number of points in mass-~n~rgy 
table. 40 points maximum. 

Time · at which mass and energy 
rates applies, seconds. 

Mass of steam release to lower 
compartment, lb/sec. 

Energy of steam release to lower 
compartment, Btu/sec. 

Mass of spilled liquid to lower 
compartment swnp, lb/sec. 

Energy of spilled liquid to 
lower compartment sump, Btu/sec. 

The zirconium-water reaction table 
data are not required if NZ!CT=O 
on card 5. These data may be used 
as a substitute for the WNES 
residual heat standard or as 
a method of supplying the 
zirconium-water r~action heat in 
addition to decay heat. (The decay 
heat control parameters is CT(ll) 
on card 4.) 

Number of points in the I-th 
zirconium-water reaction table 
(maximum of 2 tables with 14 
points per table). 



Card I.D. 

compartment 
initial 
conditions 

afety in
ection and 
ntcrn~l 

?ra:: 

LOTIC INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION (Cont) 

Format 

6El0.4 

5El0.4 

7El0." 

Symbol 

TNZIBT (I ,N) 

QNZIBT(I,N) 

V~LM(I) 

PT~T(I) 

TEMP(!) 

REHU (I) 

TEX (I) 

GRFH 

TRFST 

RH PUMP 
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Definition 

Time at whi.ch the I-th value of 
the zirconium-water rc:action h<•at 
addition rate applies, sec. 

Zirconium-water reaction hent 
addition rate at time TNZIBT(l,N), 
Btu/sec. 

The following initial con<lition d;ita 
are required for each of the five 
compartment volumes in the ordc.•r 
given below. 
1. upper compartment 
2. lower compartment. 
3. ice compartment where ice has 

melted (initially this compart
ment has a zero volume). 

4. ice filled portion of ice 
compartment. 

5. dead-ended compartment. 

Volume of atmosphere in I-th 
compartment, ft3. 

Atmospheric pressure in I-th . 
compartment, psia. 

Initial atmospheric t<•mpcraturc 
in I-th compartment, °F. 

Relative humidity in I-th 
compartment, (percent). 

Temperature of stearn and air 
mixture leaving the 1-th 
compartment,°F. 

Refueling water storage tank 
capacity, gal. 

R~fueling water storage tank 
temperature, °F. 

Residual heat pump volume flow 
rate (injection phase) gpm. 

High head pump volume flow rate 
(injection phase), gpr.1. 



Card r.n. 

(heat 
cxchan~er 

parameter-1) 

(heat 
exchanger 
parameters-2) 

LOTIC INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION (Cont) 

Format Symbol 

CHPUMP 

SPPUMP 

QSUMP 

6El0.4 UASPHX 

UACCHX 

UAREXH 

QSHSPR 

QTUCC 

QSHRE 

2El0.4,I3 UACCHXZ 

QTUCCZ 

IDAN 
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Definition 

Charging pump volume flow rate 
(injection phase), gpm. 

Spray pumps volume flow rate 
(injection phase), gpm. 

Sump pump volume flow rate 
(recirculation phase total flow), 
gpm. 

Spray heat exchanger UA in 
millions Btu/hr-°F. 

Component cooling water heat 
exchanger UA, in millions 
Btu/hr-°F. 

Residual heat exchanger UA, in 
millions Btu/hr-°F. 

Resjdual heat exchanger shell 
side volume flow rate, gpm. 

Component cooling water heat 
exchanger tube side volume flow 
rate, gpm. 

Residual heat exchanger shell 
side volume flow rate, gpm. 

The following data permit shell
side-to-shell-side coupling of a 
component cooling heat exchanger 
to the spray heat exchangers. 

Spray component cooling heat 
exchanger UA, in millions of 
Btu/hr-°F. 

Spray component cooling heat 
exchanger UA, in millions of 
Btu/hr-°F. 

Spray component cooling heat 
exchanger identification: O=no 
component cooling heat exchanger, 

1~u- tube component coolin~ hent 
exchanger 2= counter flow com
ponent cooling heat exchanger. 



(cooling tower/ 
pond water 
parameters) 

(sa f(,ty 
injection 
system (SIS) 
;::ara:nt..>tPrs) 

LOTIC INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION (Cont) 

Format Symbol 

4F.10.4,U RWAT 

QBACK 

TBA CK 

GALRWT 

IDEN 

6El0 ... TS I ST 

TFANS 

VSUMAX 
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Definition 

An option has been provided which -
allows the raw water to be t~kcn 
from a cooling pond which is fed 
by cooling tower that returns to 
the pond a constant flow of water 
at a constant temperature. The 
cooling tower back flow is mixed 
with the original pond contents 
to give a source of raw water ~t 
a changing intermediate temperature. 
(If the option is not to he used, 
the cooling tower flow rate and 
pond volwne may be input as any 
large numbers hut the temperature 
of the cooling 'tower flow mu s t be 
the exact value of the raw water 
temperature). 

Raw water temperature, °F. 

Cooling tower to pond volume flow 
rate, gpm. 

Cooling tower back flow water 
temperature, °F. 

Cooling pond volume, gal. 

Spray heat exchanger identifi
cation: (IDEN=l) U-tuhe type heat 
exchanger, (IDEN=2) counterflow 
type heat exchanger 

Safety injection system start time, 
sec. 

Start time for first recirculation 
fan, sec. 

Start time for sump recirculat i on 
pumps, sec (The recirculation 
pump starts when the refueling water 
storage tank is empty or at TStrnS 
which ever occurs first). 

Volume flow rate for first 
recirculation fan, cfm. 

Volume of active lower compnrtmcnt 
sump, ft3 



Card !.D. 

(second 
recirculation 
fan parametc~1:< :) 

(safety 
injection 
system flow 
distribution) 

LOTIC INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION (Cont) 

Format Symbol 

PURGE 

2El0.4 TFANS2 

QFAN2 

7E10.4 FAC(I,1) 

7El0,4 TFAC(I) 

7E10.4 FAC(I,2) 

Definition 

Volume flow rate purged from the 
dead-ended compartment, cfm (This 
variable is used only if the 
dead-ended compartment is 
specified to be a part of the 
lower compartment. (See variable 
CT(lO) on card 4). 

Start time for second recircula
tion fan, sec. 

Volume flow rate for second 
recirculation fan, cfm. 

The flow distribution in the safety 
injection and spray systems at the 
various branch points is specified 
by flow factors. The flow rate in 
one branch line is determined hy 
multiplying the line flow rate 
feeding the branch by a flow 
factor. (O~ flow factor ~l.) 
The flow rate in the adjuc~~t 
brahch line is the feed line flow 
rate times the quantity one minus 
the flow factor. Please refer to 
figure l to determine the branch 
point locations. 

Branch flow distribution factor 
before time TFAC(I), I=l, 7 
(branch factor FAC(7,l) is currently 
not used), dimensionless. 

Time at which branch flow 
distribution factor is changed 
from FAC(I,l) to FAC(I,2). If 
the branch factor does not change, 
TFAC(I)=O. (Note that the time 
for each branch flow distribuLion 
factor to change from FAC(I,l) to 
FAC(l,2) is a separate piece of 
data, i.e., I-1, 7), sec. 

Branch flow distribution factor 
after time TFAC(I), dimensionless 
{seven values are required). 



C.1rd I.D. 

(ice condenser 
flow distri
bution) 

(ice condenser 
flow distri
bution- ) 

(icc~ condenser 
flo .... · distri
bution-3) 

(ice condenser 
angular section) 

(ir:c condenser 
parar::..:: ters) 

LOTIC INPlIT DATA DESCRIP1'IO~~ (Cont) 

Format ~.! 

El0.4 TDIS 

7El0.4 FDIS(I,l) 

7El0.4 FDIS(I,2) 

6El0.4 ANGE(I) 

SElO.S EMIC 

ELIC 

HDR (9) 

TD RIC 

-13-

Time at which ice condenser flow 
distribution factors clwnr,c from 
FDIS(l,l) to FDIS(l,2), sec 
(Note: all flow distribut5on 
factors for the ice condcns~r 
change at time..· TDJ.S), sec:. 

Flow distribution f.1ctor in c .. 1c:h 
ice condcns~r section nft~r Lime 
is greater than TD1S, >: FDJ~(J .2)= 
1. (This set of fle>w di.slri!Jut jo1' 

factors dcterminl.!s the i c.<.: co1H.lt:n
ser flow distributl_on dudng 
blowdown. There must be six f 1 1.1;.: 

distribution factors for the ic~ 
condenser and sum must equal 1.0. 

Flow distribution factor in each 
ice condenser section after time 
is greater than TDIS, rFDIS(l,2)= 
1. (A seventh flow distribution 
factor is ~sually included in the 
group. It represents the deck 
leakaec between the lower anu upper 
compartments). Sum of disLrjbution 
factors must ~qual 1.0. 

These data represent the numb~r of 
ice condenser inlcL door parts 
per ice condenser angular scctjon. 
(The values used are usually 2.75, 
3.25, 6.50, 4.50, 3.50 and J.50. 
These data should be the !;;amc: for 
corresponding T~m and L¢TIC 
calculations). 

Total initial ice condenser ice 
mass, lb. 

Initial ice bed vertical length, 
ft (usually 48 ft). 

Ice condenser drain water temper
ature during blowdown, o~ 

Time at which ice condenst•r draill 
temperature cl1angl's fnir.1 fijJR(9) 
to l!JJR(lO) • ~C'c (u :;ually 10-~ ; ,.t · 
dctc~rminc•d by t i111 t· rt'<)Uj rvd (nr 

blow<lown). 



Card I.D. 

LOTIC INPlIT DATA DESCRIPTION (Cont) 

Format Symbol 

HDR(lO) 

Definition 

Ice condenser drain water 
temperature after blowdown, °F. 
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T 

lt 

UA 

SECTION 12 ; 
I 

NOMENCLATURE 

V,1riablcs 

2 Surface area, ft 

Specific heat, Btu/lbm°F 

Energy, BTu 

Heat transfer co~fficient, Btu/sec-ft2-°F 

Enthoipy, Btu/lbm 

Thermal conductivity, Btu/scc-ft-°F 

Mass, lbm 

Mas3 flow rate, lbm/sec 

Dimensionless temperature group 

P lbf/in2 
r~ssure, 

Heat addition or re~0val rate, BTu/sec 

3 2 Gas constant, lbf-ft /in - lbm- 0 R 

Dimensionless temperature group 

Temperature, °F 

Time, seconds 

Time step/size, seconds 

Overall heat transfer coeff, BTu/sec-°F 

12-1 



u 

v 

v 

w 

x 

hX 

£ 

9 

p 

0 

a 

:;;::> 

G 

c 

C0 

drn 

Internal energy, Btu/lbm 

Specific volume, ft 3/lbm 

3 Volume, ft 

Mechanical Work, BTu/sec 

NOMENCLATURE 

(Cont.) 

Grashof times Prandlt number 

Wall element width, ft. 

Emissivity 

Temperature, 0 R 

3 Density, lbm/ft 

-8 2 4 Stefan-Boltzmann constant (0.1713 x 10 Btu/ft -hr- 0 R ) 

Subscripts 

Air 

Blowdown 

Component Coo lint 

Condensate 

Cold 

Drain 
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fg Vaporization 

ho Hot 

ice Ice 

NOMENCLATURE 

(Cont.) 

in Entering a control volume 

·~ Refers to the k-th layer in a wall 

!n Mel tee ic~ 

• . , New 

0 Old 

out Leaving control volume 

raw Raw Water 

R Residual 

:-:: Steam 

~at S.'."iturated 

sp spilling 

.~ ~; rav ' . Spray 

;.; JT.lp Sc!llp 

~· .. .,R System 

.;is Safety injection System 
12-3 



w Water 

wW Water to Walls 

NOMENCLATURE 

(Cont.) 

1 Refers to steam - air volume 

2 Refers to sump water volume 

~ ,, 
dt 

r 

Operations 

Dv:-iv.::tive with respect to time 

Suilll:lation 

Increment 

12-4 
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L TR-NRC-17-56 NP-Attachment 
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In Section 5.2, page 5.2-6 of WCAP-8354-P-A and WCAP-8355-A, the following logic for the 
calculation of the instantaneous containment pressure (pressure between two consecutive time steps) is 
being revised: 

[1] If the expanding volume is smaller than the lower compartment volume, the system pressure calculation is 
based on the upper compartment and the ice-filled part of the ice compartment. 

[2] If the expanding volume occupies the lower compartment, the pressure calculation then includes the 
lower compartment conditions. 

[3] If the expanding volume fills the lower compartment and the ice-empty part of the ice compartment, this 
calculation period is terminated. 

TO 

[1} If the expanding volume is smaller than the lower compartment volume and ice-empty part of the ice 
compartment, the system pressure calculation is based on the upper compartment and the ice-filled part 
of the ice compartment. 

[2] If the expanding volume fills the lower compartment and the ice-empty part of the ice compartment, this 
calculation period is terminated. 

SRXB-RAI 1 - The addition of "ice-empty part of the ice compartment" in [I] appears to be a significant 
change in the total volume (lower compartment volume+ ice-empty volume) which is compared with the 
expanding volume, because the ice-empty volume varies from zero (or a small volume) to the full volume 
of the ice-compartment during the depressurization phase. Provide a quantitative impact of this change on 
the entire pressure response, including the peak pressure, by performing a sensitivity analysis for the most 
bounding ice-condenser plant in the United States. 

Westinghouse Response: A temporary version of the LOTICI code was created to model the treatment of 
the lower compartment volume as it is currently described in WCAP-8354-P-A. The lower compartment 
conditions were considered in the system pressure calculation of this temporary LOTICI code version 
after the air bubble had expanded to fill the lower compartment. 

The currently most limiting containment model input deck for the peak pressure case was used with this 
temporary LOTICI code version to generate a transient pressure response for a sensitivity comparison 
with the base case analysis results. 

The calculated peak pressure from the base case analysis is 11.2053 psig. The calculated peak pressure 
from the sensitivity case is 11.1966 psig, which is 0.0087 psi lower. A comparison of the transient 
containment pressure, temperature, and sump temperature results for the two cases is shown in Figures 1 
through 4 that follow. Changing how the lower compartment conditions are modeled during the bubble 
expansion period has a negligible effect on the calculated results. 



Westinghouse Non-Proprietary Class 3 

LTR-NRC-17-56 NP-Attachment 
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SRXB-RAI 2 - Please explain what is meant by: [2] If the expanding volume occupies the lower 
compartment, the pressure calculation then includes the lower compartment conditions. 

Westinghouse Response: As shown on page 4-2 of WCAP-8354-P-A, the LOTICI pressure equation is: 

n PsiVi 
Ma+ Li=l Ra(Tvi + 460) 

Psys = 
Ln Vi 

i=1 Ra(Tvi + 460) 

where Ma is the total air mass in the system, Ps is the steam partial pressure, V is the free volume, Tv is 
the vapor temperature, and Ra is the universal gas constant for air. The summation is calculated over the 
number of active volumes, n, which depend on the time after blowdown. After blowdown, all of the air is 
located in the upper compartment and ice-bed of the ice condenser compartment, so these are the active 
volumes that are considered in the system pressure equation. 

The volume of the air bubble in the lower compartment begins to grow after the fans are started. The 
methodology report states that the lower compartment conditions (volume, air mass, steam partial 
pressure, and temperature) are to be included in the system pressure calculation after the air bubble 
volume exceeds the volume of the lower compartment. Although this is described in the methodology 
report, the current LOTICI code version does not include the lower compartment conditions in the system 
pressure calculation until after the bubble has completely filled the ice-empty section of the ice condenser 
volume; then the summation includes all of the active volumes including the lower compartment and ice
empty section of the ice condenser. 

SRXB-RAI 3 - lfthe condition [I] is not met, i.e., expanding volume is greater than or equal to the lower 
compartment volume and ice-empty part of the ice compartment, what would be the system pressure 
based on? 

Westinghouse Response: After the air bubble has expanded to fill the ice-empty part of the ice condenser, 
the system pressure is based on the combined conditions (volume, air mass, partial pressure, and 
temperature) in all of the active volumes (i .e. all volumes except the dead ended compartment). 

SRXB-RAI 4 -The above referenced states: 

A source code inspection revealed that the lower compartment conditions are not included until the end of 
the depressurization period. It has been determined that the affected portion of the transient is very short, 
and including the lower compartment conditions in the calculation would have a negligible impact on 
calculated containment conditions. Code updates regarding this issue would provide no improved 
transient behavior or influence on the limiting time of the event nor increase in nuclear safety. 

Please state by what method it was determined that the affected portion of the transients (containment 
pressure, containment temperature, and sump temperature) would have a negligible impact. Provide 
quantitative results by performing sensitivity study showing negligible effect on the above transients and 
their peak values for the most bounding ice-condenser plant in the United States. 
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Westinghouse Response: Engineering judgment was originally used to determine that making this change 
would have a negligible impact on the analysis response. See the response to SRXB-RAI-1 for the 
requested quantitative results comparison. 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555..0001 

June 6, 2017 

Mr. James A Gresham, Manager 
Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing 
Westinghouse Electric Company 
1000 Westinghouse Drive 
Cranberry Township, PA 16066 

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RE: WESTINGHOUSE 
ELECTRIC COMPANY LETTER "CHANGES IN WESTINGHOUSE 
WCAP-8354-P-A & WCAP-8355-A, "LONG TERM ICE CONDENSER 
CONTAINMENT CODE- LOTIC CODE" (TAC NO. MF9354) 

Dear Mr. Gresham: 

By letter dated February 1, 2017 (Agencywide Documents Access and Management 

System Accession No. ML 17034A376}, Westinghouse Electric Company (Westinghouse) 

submitted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) a letter for review dated 

February 1, 2017, "Errata for WCAP-8354-P-A (Proprietary) and WCAP-8355-A 

(Non-Proprietary) , 'Long Term Ice Condenser Containment Code - LOTIC Code.'" Upon review 

of the information provided, the NRC staff has determined that additional information is needed 

to complete the review. Westinghouse committed to the 60-day response timeframe for RAls 

once received. If you have any questions regarding the enclosed RAI questions, please contact 

me at 301-415-3151 . 

Project No. 700 

Enclosure: 
RAI Questions (Non-Proprietary) 

Ekaterina Lenning, Project Manager 
Licensing Processes Branch 
Division of Policy and Rulemaking 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR 

"CHANGES IN WESTINGHOUSE WCAP-8354-P-A & WCAP-8355-A 

LONG TERM ICE CONDENSER CONTAINMENT CODE- LOTIC CODE" LETTER 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY 

PROJECT 700 

INTRODUCTION 

The NRC staff has reviewed the change proposed in Section 5.2, page 5.2-6 of 
WCAP-8354-P-A and WCAP-8355-A in the above referenced letter regarding the correction of 
discrepancy between the description of the methodology and its implementation in 
Westinghouse Electric Company (Westinghouse) LOTIC code for the long term ice condenser 
containment loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) analysis. 

A brief summary of the method used for the determination of containment pressure profile 
during the depressurization phase of LOCA, from the end of the blowdown to the establishment 
of recirculation flow between the control volumes, described in Section 5.2 of WCAP-8354-P-A 
and as understood by the NRC staff is as follows: 

During the phase between the end of blowdown and the establishment of recirculation, nitrogen 
blowdown from accumulator occurs, reactor coolant system steam boil-off is initiated, and the 
engineered safety feature systems (recirculation fan , safety injection, and spray systems) come 
into operation. In this phase, the lower compartment starts to be filled with the upper 
compartment atmosphere at the fan flow rate. The analysis assumes an expanding volume 
displacing the atmosphere present in an open cylinder which does not assume mixing of the 
expanding volume and the atmosphere in the cylinder inferring unequal temperature for the two 
volumes and uniform pressure in the cylinder. The expanding volume has an atmosphere of 
water, steam, and air. The only flow leaving this volume is the steam which is condensing . The 
mass and energy balance equations for the expanding volume are combined into one equation. 
The resulting equation is directly integrated between two instants, while the pressure is kept 
constant over the integration period, equal to the value at the lower boundary of the interval. At 
instant 1, the pressure, temperature, and volume are known. An iterative process based on 
Newton's method is applied and after meeting the error criteria in an iteration, the water mass in 
the volume is calculated. With known masses and specific enthalpies in the expanding volume, 
the instantaneous total enthalpy in the volume is calculated, and continues with next time step 
iteration. 

In Section 5.2, page 5.2-6 of WCAP-8354-P-A and WCAP-8355-A, the following logic for the 
calculation of the instantaneous containment pressure (pressure between two consecutive time 
steps) is being revised : 

Enclosure 
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[1] If the expanding volume is smaller than the lower compartment volume, the system 
pressure calculation is based on the upper compartment and the ice-filled part of the ice 
compartment. 

[2] If the expanding volume occupies the lower compartment, the pressure calculation then 
includes the lower compartment conditions. 

[3] If the expanding volume fills the lower compartment and the ice-empty part of the ice 
compartment, this calculation period is terminated. 

TO 

[1] If the expanding volume is smaller than the lower compartment volume and ice-empty 
part of the ice compartment, the system pressure calculation is based on the upper 
compartment and the ice-filled part of the ice compartment. 

[2] If the expanding volume fills the lower compartment and the ice-empty part of the ice 
compartment, this calculation period is terminated. 

REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (RAls) 

SRXB-RAI 1 

The addition. of "ice-empty part of the-ice compartment" in [1] appears to be a significant change 
in the total volume (lower compartment volume+ ice-empty volume) which is compared with the 
expanding volume, because the ice-empty volume varies from zero (or a small volume) to the 
full volume of the ice-compartment during the depressurization phase. Provide a quantitative 
impact of this change on the entire pressure response, including the peak pressure, by 
performing a sensitivity analysis for the most bounding ice-condenser plant in the United States. 

SRXB-RAI 2 

Please explain what is meant by: \ [2] If the expanding volume occupies the lower compartment, 
the pressure calculation then includes the lower compartment conditions. 

SRXB-RAI 3 

If the condition [1] is not met, i.e., expanding volume is greater than or equal to the lower 
compartment volume and ice-empty part of the ice compartment, what would the system 
pressure be based on? 

SRXB-RAl-4 

The above referenced states: 

A source code inspection revealed that the lower compartment conditions are not included 
until the end of the depressurization period. It has been determined that the affected portion 
of the transient is very short, and including the lower compartment conditions in the 
calculation would have a negligible impact on calculated containment conditions. Code 
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updates regarding this issue would provide no improved transient behavior or influence on 
the limiting time of the event nor increase in nuclear safety. 

Please state by what method it was determined that the affected portion of the transients 
(containment pressure, containment temperature, and sump temperature) would have a 
negligible impact. Provide quantitative results by performing sensitivity study showing negligible 
effect on the above transients and their peak values for the most bounding ice-condenser plant 
in the United States. 

REFERENCE 

Westinghouse Letter to U. S. Nuclear regulatory Commission (NRC) dated February 1, 2017, 
"Errata for WCAP-8354-P-A (Proprietary) and WCAP-8355-A (Non-Proprietary) , 'Long Term Ice 
Condenser Containment Code - LOTIC Code"' (ADAMS Accession No. ML 17034A376). 



Westinghouse Non-Proprietary Class 3 

@ Westinghouse 

U.S . Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Document Control Desk 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Rockville, MD 20852 

Westinghouse Electric Company 
1000 Westinghouse Drive 
Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania 16066 
USA 

Direct tel : ( 412) 374-4643 
Direct fax : (724) 940-8560 

e-mail : greshaja@westinghouse.com 

LTR-NRC-17-9 

February l, 2017 

Subject: Errata for WCAP-8354-P-A (Proprietary) and WCAP-8355-A (Non-Proprietary), "Long Term 
Ice Condenser Containment Code - LOTIC Code" 

The Westinghouse LOCA M&E containment response methodology for ice condensers described in 
WCAP-8354-P-A and WCAP-8355-A (Reference 1) was approved in 1976. This methodology has been 
used to analyze containment responses for most of the ice condenser plants. As a result of ongoing code 
maintenance at Westinghouse, a discrepancy between the methodology and its implementation in the 
source code was discovered. The purpose of this memorandum is to notify you of our discovery and 
conclusions of our investigation, and supply a changed page for the topical report. 

Section 5.2, page 5.2-6 of WCAP-8354 contains the following statement, "If the expanding volume 
occupies the lower compartment, the pressure calculation then includes the lower compartment 
conditions." A source code inspection revealed that the lower compartment conditions are not included 
until the end of the depressurization period. It has been determined that the affected portion of the 
transient is very short, and including the lower compartment conditions in the calculation would have a 
negligible impact on calculated containment conditions. Code updates regarding this issue would provide 
no improved transient behavior or influence on the limiting time of the event nor increase in nuclear 
safety . Accordingly, for your information, please find attached an errata page to WCAP-8354-P-A and 
WCAP-8355-A which resolves this inconsistency. 

Correspondence should be addressed to James A. Gresham, Manager, Regulatory Compliance, 
Westinghouse Electric Company, 1000 Westinghouse Drive, Building 3, Suite 310, Cranberry Township, 
Pennsylvania 16066. 

Attachments 

cc: 
Ekaterina Lenning (NRC) 
Kevin Hsueh (NRC) 

,1~· 
/J:mes A. Gresham, Manager 

Regulatory Compliance 

© 2017 Westinghouse Electric Company LLC. All Rights Reserved. 
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bee: James A. Gresham 
Cheryl Robinson 
Renee Giampole 
Robert Oelrich, Jr. 
Douglas W. Weaver 
Sumit Ray 

References: 

LTR-NRC'-17-9 

bee page I of I 

I. WCAP-8354-P-A (proprietary) and WCAP-8355-A (non-proprietary), "Long Term Ice Condenser 
Code - LOTIC Code," April 1976. 

Author: James D. Smith* 
Product & Plant Licensing 

Verifier: Richard B. Lukas* 
Containment and Radiological Analysis 

Approved by: Edmond J. Mercier* 
Manager, Product & Plant Licensing 

*Electronically approved records are authenticated in the electronic document management system. 
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LTR-NRC-17-9 P/NP-Attachment 
Page I of2 

Errata for WCAP-8354-P-A (Proprietary) and WCAP-8355 -A (Non-Proprietary), 
"Long Term Ice Condenser Containment Code - LOTIC Code" 

February 2017 

(1 page attached) 

Westinghouse Electric Company LLC 
1000 Westinghouse Drive 

Cranberry Township, PA 16066 

© 2017 Westinghouse Electric Company LLC. All Rights Reserved 
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The known masses and specific enthalpies in the expandin:; volume 

detennin~tion of thP. tot~J enthalpy for the volume. 

enable 
,........,...,--~~~~~ ..... 
and ice-empty part 

- of the ice 
compartment 

l'or the c11lc:ul11tion of the te111poraturo :in the upper comr>artm,.nt, the c;imo 

method ;;s in the first part of this period is employed, tak.i.ng into ccount 

the recirculation fan flow rate out o( this compartmmt. 

,11 
If the expllnding '10l umc is smaller than the lower compartment volume, the 

system pressure calc:ul11t:ion i s based on the upper c,orupart1nc11t and the 

ice-filled pilrt of the ice cot.apartment . 

ff the cxpaudinr; "el1tme eee11pie!l the lewei· ee111part11eP.t, t l'le pre!IS\IFEI 

calettlatien the11 i"el1tf!.,,s tl!e lewer ee11111a.rt111e11t ee1ul1tieas 

If the o>:p.::indioA volume fills the loYer co111partroont nnd the ice-empcy !"'rt 

of the ice compartment, this calculation period is terminated. 

During the second period, tht ice inventory cdculations are identical to thoi;e 

of the first period, as are the containment control volume mass distribotion 

calculations. The: latter calculation takes the diminishing, zteam-fill ed 

volume of the lower compartment i n to account . 

The dead-ended volu11e of the lower compartment is treated as follows . ln 

case it is a p:irt of the upper compartment, no calculatiom; arc necessary. 

Wh<1n as:si~nod to the lover compartment , and acting independently, the 

volume of the initinl air in this compartment is calculated, assuming it is 

at the upper-compartment temper::turc "ith saturated steam in it. If a puq:e 

r_,tc> fror.1 the dead-ended volume is specified, the pur~inY, of the dead-ended 

volune stares vith the start of the circulation fan, and the purge rate is 

added to the circulation fan flow. The decreasing dead-ended volume is thus 

calculated b y Eq uat ion 27 u i th the sa~c assum?tions ~s ncn t .i.oned abov~. The 

dt!c rP.ase of ch.is volume is added to the lower compart:ment volume and the 

de~ci -~nde ti voJume uccomes lln inte~ral part of the lower comp3rtment. 

.5.2-6 


